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ABSTRACT 
We investigate the impact of Differential Evolution Binary Particle Swarm Optimization (DEBPSO) on the 
configuration of learning models used to classify the shape prototypes generated by hierarchical neural-
network models of vision. Visual cortex inspired models of vision build a dictionary of shape prototypes 
represented as a feature vector which is then used for classification of difficult feature invariant 
recognition problems. We show that high performance on invariant object-recognition tasks can be 
improved upon by configuring the learning models used in the classification of the shape prototypes 
utilizing DEBPSO. When regarding imprinted and random prototypes with the evolutionary algorithm 
configured learning models we show that a larger improvement can be achieved on the imprinted 
prototypes than the random prototypes. These results show a better way of classifying the shape 
prototypes used by the hierarchical models of vision and that imprinted prototypes do contain more 
useful information than random prototypes that was previously underutilized by the un-configured 
learning models used in prior research. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
Conceptually the idea of computer vision seems like a trivial matter. Humans are able to 

perform some of the most complicated vision related tasks with effortless ease. However, an image of a 
group of people can contain a wide variety of data. A person can identify immediately information such 
as the identity and emotional state of the people in the image. A modern computer vision system may 
have trouble even identifying the people in the picture. How can we bridge the gap between the digital 
camera and the human eye in Figure 1? 

 
Figure 1 Digital Camera and Human Eye 

 

 Computer vision seems like a trivial problem since it is so natural to humans. The problem of 
computer vision faces many complexities that need to be addressed before computers are able to 
understand the contents of an image. The complexities though make the field interesting and ripe for 
discovery. 

1.1 Motivation 
Automatically interpreting two dimensional image data has a large amount of practical uses. 

These uses range from entertainment, to medical, to safety (Szeliski, 2010). Automation systems can 
benefit from the ability for computer vision to annotate an image or even video. Such annotations used 
with meta-data relating to previously encountered images could be powerful. However the current day 
limitations of computer vision provides interesting problems that need to be addressed. Before they are, 
these systems can’t realize their full potential.  

 Recognizing an object such as a car in an image has many implications. These problem quickly 
expose the fact that the perceptually trivial task is not a simple problem. The definition of a car can be 
interpreted differently. Some car makes and models have large differences to them. Each car has its own 
shape, size, and other attributes. This means that each instance of car is only semantically similar to any 
other. Another example of semantic similarity is a cartoon representation of a car. At some point a 
drawing of a car can be considered to be the same as the car the drawing is based off of. Such semantic 
differences then add another layer of complexity. For example a drawing of a car does not have to 
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contain details such as texture or even color. The lack of these types of information potentially reduces 
the amount of information available. The ability to learn every single conceptual variation to a car is a 
monumental task. Hard problems like these make the field of computer vision an interesting and 
complex problem space. 

For the experiment to be appropriately difficult our focus is on size, rotation, and position 
invariant object recognition (Pinto, Barhomi, Cox, and DiCarlo, 2011; Serre, Wolf, and Poggio, 2005; 
Thomure, Mitchell, and Kenyon, 2013). When accounting for invariant object recognition the computer 
vision system needs to identify the same object in a variety of transformation. The transformations we 
consider are horizontal/vertical position, rotation, and scale. Examples of difficult invariance problems 
and how they can cause confusion are displayed in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2 examples of invariant object recognition data 

The difficulties come from the fact that visual data can be so varied. Being able to learn and recognize 
the immense variety of possibilities is extremely difficult. These difficulties arise especially when 
attempting to identify objects by their semantic similarities or through the convolution of a new scale, 
position, or rotation.  

 Currently computer vision is advancing at a rapid pace due to the need for identifying the 
contents of large image datasets quickly and efficiently. Modern computer vision models utilize complex 
composite techniques in order to produce enough feature vector information to classify or accurately 
recognize similar images. Object recognition is the process of identifying an object in an image. Invariant 
object recognition is the idea of identifying the same object regarless of the different states an object 
can be presented in. The similarities in such images refer to not only the same objects in multiple new 
images but also different and semantically similar entities (Pinto, Barhomi, Cox, and DiCarlo, 2011; Serre, 
Wolf, and Poggio, 2005; Thomure, Mitchell, and Kenyon, 2013). The task of similarity recognition 
becomes more difficult when the system is concerned with tolerance, or invariance in object variation. 
However, the learning models used to recognize feature vectors produced by visual cortex based feature 
vector generators are sparsely explored for optimal configurations. Traditionally prior research has 
favored maximizing the potential amount of information communicated by each individual feature 
made available to the learning model used for classification (Thomure, Mitchell, and Kenyon, 2013). 
Dynamically evaluating multiple configurations for a group of learning models will provide a way to 
improve existing computer vision systems like HMAX used in such prior research. 
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 Optimizing machine learning models is a difficult and time consuming process. Each model 
typically has a default configuration that can be used out of the box, and additional options that may 
simply be ignored (Khaled, Liaghat, Haddad, and Heydari, 2013; Marsland, 2009; Pedregosa, et al., 
2011). This holds true for learning models used in modern state of the art computer vision systems. We 
need to overcome the need for the time intensive process of configuring and tuning the additional 
settings on each learning model to find an optimal classifier. Our research explores using evolutionary 
algorithms for manipulating a binary genome which is then used for configuring the classifier used in the 
HMAX model. We focus on the HMAX model because it is a state of the art computer vision object 
recognition model used to classify objects with invariance. We need to consider an optimal method for 
updating the genome. To do so we consider not only the randomization of the genome itself, but also 
the behavior of the genome when exploring and exhausting local minima and maxima. Algorithms that 
exhibit these behaviors in varying quantities are Genetic Algorithm, Differential Evolution, Binary 
Particle Swarm Optimization, and Differential Evolution Binary Particle swarm Optimization (Ko, et al., 
2012; Wang, Fu, Mao, Menhas, and Fei, 2012). 

 A benefit of being able to automatically configure the learning model not only provides a way to 
utilize the less commonly used parameters. Another benefit consists of giving us a better way to 
evaluate the amount of potential information represented in the feature vector.  Systems like the 
hierarchical visual cortex based method of generating the feature vector used by the model are the 
beneficiaries of such a system. Information used to classify the feature vector may not yet be exposed to 
a model's default configuration. There is potential to expose more information hidden in the feature 
vector by utilizing a configured model. To show this, our research explores the shape prototype for 
random or nonrandom imprinting of features in the visual cortex hierarchical model. An automatically 
configured model is used to compare how much more information can be revealed to the classifiers 
once tuned. We then evaluate the resulting difference in accuracy. 

CHAPTER 2: DATA SETS 
 The datasets used in previous research work (Pinto, Barhomi, Cox, and DiCarlo, 2011; Serre, 
Wolf, and Poggio, 2005; Thomure, Mitchell, and Kenyon, 2013) used generated images to attempt to 
create an accurate baseline for the experiments run for those papers. In order to reproduce the datasets 
utilized by those experiments, a dataset generator was created for our experiments. Both the new 
datasets and the data set used in a previous research project (Pinto, Barhomi, Cox, and DiCarlo, 2011) 
are evaluated in our research. 

2.1 Data Set Generation 
 To make it easy for future research to be built on top of our research, open tools and royalty 
free content were used. We did this specifically for the purpose of making it easy for researchers new to 
the system to produce control datasets of their own. The data sets produced for our research were 
created using Blender (Roosendaal, 2015), and the built in python task automation. An example of the 
Blender Python development environment is displayed in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 Blender Python development environment 

2.1.1 3D Models 
Models used in our experiment were obtained from Turbo Squid under their royalty free license. 

Specifically Figure 4, Figure 5, Figure 6, Figure 7 are models of Face 1 (Ilove3D2, Blonde Man, 2012), Face 
2 (Ilove3D2, 0a Blonde Girl, 2012),  Car (Wizard_gp, 2008), and Plane (pauljs75, 2009) respectively. 
These models were used to reproduce a similar but new dataset used in our experiment. 
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Figure 4 3D Model Face 1 

In Figure 4, the human face 1 is shown which is used in the experiment for the Face 1 vs. Face 2 
recognition tasks. 

 
Figure 5 3D Model Face 2 

In Figure 5, the human face 2 is shown which is used in the experiment for the Face 1 vs. Face 2 
recognition  tasks. 
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Figure 6 3D Model Car 

In Figure 6, the car is shown which is used in the experiment for the Car vs. Plane recognition tasks. 

 
Figure 7 3D model Plane 

In Figure 7, the plane is shown which is used in the experiment for the Car vs. Plane recognition tasks. 

2.1.2 Natural Images 
 To produce a close-to-real world dataset the backgrounds used with the 3D models need to be 
natural images. For the purposes of this and future experiments, we took 4100 unique natural image 
photographs to better supply the experiments need for free, easy to work with data. Examples of the 
natural images are shown in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8 Natural images used as backgrounds 

2.1.3 Scale/Rotation/Distance Invariance 
In prior research (Pinto, Barhomi, Cox, and DiCarlo, 2011), it was stated that “tolerance to 

identity-preserving image variation is a fundamental problem that any visual object recognition system 
must solve”. In order to address this need, our research utilizes three types of variance. These are used 
to increase the difficulty of the dataset. 

2.1.3.1 Rotation Invariance 
 In Figure 9, it is shown that the rotation of an object can skew the perception of its identity. This 
is especially evident when the front of the object is largely varied from its profile. The difficulty of the 
datasets is increased when the random rotation is increased. The ability to identify the object before 
and after the rotation is essential to a computer vision system. Rotation invariant object recognition is 
one of the most commonly encountered difficulties of the problem space. The concept of rotation 
invariance is the system’s ability to identify the object regardless of its rotation. 

 
Figure 9 Examples of rotation invariance difficulty 
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2.1.3.2 Position Invariance 
 In Figure 10, it is shown that the position of an object in 3D space when converted to a 2D image 
sometimes only has subtle difference. The features of the object can cause some interesting problems. 
Even when an object's rotation and scale have not changed the objects movement on the x and y axis 
causes both rotational and scale distortions. The difficulty of the dataset is increased when the 
randomness of the position is increased. The concept of position invariance is the system’s ability to 
identify the object regardless of its position. 
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Figure 10 Examples of position invariance difficulty 

2.1.3.3 Scale Invariance 
In Figure 11, it is shown that the scale of an object can be characterized as changes in the size of 

an object or its z-axis distance. When this occurs, the amount of pixels used to create data points 
changes. When scale is changed the difference is reflected in how many pixels the object takes up on 
the image. This poses a variety of problems to the classification system. Namely the system needs to be 
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agnostic to the number of pixels used in the calculations for detecting the object in the image. The 
difficulty of the dataset is increased when the randomness of the z axis distance is increased. 

 
Figure 11 Examples of scale invariance difficulty 

2.1.4 Problem Set Difficulty Levels 
 In Table 1, it is shown that the difficulty of a problem set is divided into 7 values. Each sets of 
parameters that are meant to test the tolerance of the computer vision systems by the types of 
invariance listed above. These are the same parameters used in other research projects (Pinto, Barhomi, 
Cox, and DiCarlo, 2011; Thomure, Mitchell, and Kenyon, 2013). 
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Difficulty x position y position scale x rotation y rotation 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 10% 20% 10% 15° 15°  

2 20% 40% 20% 30° 30° 

3  30% 60% 30% 45° 45° 

4 40% 80% 40%  60° 60° 

5 50% 100% 50% 75° 75° 

6 60% 120% 60% 90° 90° 

Table 1 Difficulty percentages for invariance types 

To illustrate these difficulties, the examples are displayed in Figure 12. The left three columns 
are represent Face 1 and the right three represent Face 2. 
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Figure 12 Examples of dataset by difficulty Face1 vs. Face 2 

Similarly, the examples of the same difficulty gradient for the Cars vs. Planes dataset are shown 
in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13 Examples of dataset by difficulty Car vs. Plane 

2.2 Real World Data Sets 
 A few real world datasets which are representative of the problem sets generated was made 
available to our research (Pinto, Barhomi, Cox, and DiCarlo, 2011; Thomure, Mitchell, and Kenyon, 
2013). It is hard to correctly identify an equivalent difficulty level of these real world datasets to the 
generated dataset. The real world dataset also contains facial expressions and other difficulties not 
represented in the generated dataset. It is important to note that the real world datasets have their 
contextual backgrounds removed. This is done in order to prevent contextual information from getting 
into the data.  
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CHAPTER 3: VISUAL CORTEX BASED IMAGE RECOGNITION 
 Biology can provide a useful model for computational object recognition (Serre T. , Wolf, 
Bileschi, Riesenhuber, and Poggio, 2007). In visual cortex image recognition, to surpass the goal of 
invariant object recognition, the system can alternate between maximum pooling operations and 
template matching.  Maximum pooling is the act of taking the maximum activation in a range of inputs. 
Template matching is the act of extracting prototype template patches and utilizing them to measure 
the Euclidian distance between other such templates. In our experiment the HMAX system is one such 
model described as follows: 

3.1 HMAX 
 HMAX is a hierarchical neural-network model of object recognition that employs layers of 
features to produce invariant object recognition. The first layer is the raw image. From there, there are 
four layers that attempt to mitigate the problems introduced by invariance: S1, C1, S2, and C2. The 
layers functionalities are explained in the following sections. Finally the classification layer is used to tie 
the C2 layer to the desired class as a target. For a not yet witnessed image fed to the classifier a trained 
model can use the C2 layer to classify the image. The purpose of a HMAX model is to produce a set of 
features from a raw image. These features can then be used by a machine learning classifier in order to 
classify the contents of an image. All of the HMAX layers are shown in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14 HMAX model layers 

3.1.1 Input Image 
 The raw image is first converted to a grayscale image. The image is then scaled to have a width 
of 220 pixels to get uniformity as shown in Figure 15. Then the image is passed to the S1 layer. 
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Figure 15 Raw image input layer 

3.1.2 S1 Layer (Edge Detectors) 
 The S1 layer as shown in Figure 16 is first divided into 12 scales by extracting sample areas at 
different sizes. Then each scaled section is passed through a battery of four Gabor filters (Gabor, 1946). 
The filters are oriented horizontally, vertically, diagonally to the left, and diagonally to the right. The 
scales are meant to allow the system to address the problem of scale invariance discussed earlier. The 
Gabor filters are meant to tease out a set of features that communicate the available information in an 
11x11 grid of pixels. This information is then placed in a single data point. It's worth noting that Gabor 
filters were originally used for audio time and frequency analysis in the 1940’s but are still relevant 
today in this capacity.  

 
Figure 16 S1 layer 

3.1.3 C1 Layer (Max over local S1 units)  
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Figure 17, the C1 layer is depicted as a local maximum for each S1 orientation which is then 
passed on to the S2 layer. Taking the local maximum allows the system to account for position 
invariance. Thus it allows the higher layers to evaluate a locally invariant data set. This helps ignore the 
scale or position of the object when it is classified. 

 

Figure 17 C1 layer 

3.1.4 S2 Layer (Prototypes - small image patches) 
 The S2 layer is shown in Figure 18 is the result of learned features at each C1 grid sampled from 
a training set. The training set consists of C1 layered images. A learning model learns the C1 prototype 
layers which are already locally invariant. Then compares them to the other C1 values for the other 
images.  

 
Figure 18 S2 layer 

3.1.5 C2 Layer (Max Activation over each prototype) 
 The C2 layer as shown in Figure 19 uses the maximum prototype activations. The activations are 
over the position, orientation and scale. It then creates the final feature vector to be passed to the 
classification layer. 

 
Figure 19 C2 layer 

3.1.6 Classification Layer - (Object or Image Classification) 
 The classification layer uses the C2 features as the input vector for a learning model which is 
typically an SVM.  It then attaches to a target of the classes identified by the overall system. The 
combination of all the layers addresses each of the difficulties presented in invariant object recognition. 
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The C2 layer now contains information on rotation and scale invariance from the C1 layers included in 
the prototype dictionary. The prototype dictionary solves the problem of position invariance by 
compiling the information contained in the S1 and C1 layers. These layers contain information for the 
object at different positions in the image. Finally the max prototype activation in the C2 layer gives the 
information needed to classify the object. A single value per prototype can identify the object in many of 
its semantically different forms. Classifiers based on the C2 layer now have information about all 
invariance problems. Based on the underlying layers the system produces a valuable input vector for 
visual data into statistical learning models. 

3.2 Glimpse Experiment Framework 
 Glimpse is a python framework for running computer vision experiments (Thomure, Glimpse 
Documentation, 2013). Included in Glimpse is the ability to run HMAX with a dataset and extract the 
layers and classify based on the C2 layer. Glimpse also gives the option to allow you to extract each layer 
for further examination. The framework makes it very convenient to run new experiments. In order to 
continue on this thread of research Glimpse was utilized to produce the C2 layer inputs and class 
targets. The inputs and targets were then used by our experiment. 
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CHAPTER 4: EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS 
Genetics have provided biological creatures a way to improve upon their survivability through 

evolution. Given a population of entities that are configured by a genome, the changes in genomes of a 
new population can be evaluated. The evaluation produces a fitness for a genome. When exploring the 
fittest genomes evolutionary algorithms use the survival of the fittest to tease out the best resulting 
genomes. There are many techniques to configure a genome, most recognizable is the genetic algorithm 
which is modeled off of Darwinian evolution. When choosing an evolutionary algorithm for our 
experiment certain tradeoffs must be considered. During the evaluation the following were considered: 
Genetic Algorithm, Differential Evolution, Binary Particle Swarm Optimization, and Differential Evolution 
Binary Particle Swarm Optimization (DEBPSO). A generic diagram of evolutionary algorithms is shown in 
Figure 20 as follows: 

 
Figure 20 Diagram of Evolutionary Algorithm 

4.1 Genetic Algorithm 
Genetic Algorithms (Marsland, 2009), shown in Figure 21, are the most recognizable examples 

of evolutionary algorithms. They are modeled off of the ideas presented in (Darwin, 1859). Similarly to 
genetics and biology, the Genetic Algorithm starts with an initial random population. For that population 
the fitness is calculated for each member of the population. The fittest in the population is then moved 
onto the next generation as the parents of the offspring in the new generation. The new generation 
population is composed of the new genomes utilizing crossover. After the crossover there is a chance 
the genome will mutate with low probability. When computing the crossover a point is selected at a 
random location of the genomes. Then the contributor of the genes are taken on one half of the 
crossover point from the first parent. Then the other half is taken from the second parent. The crossover 
is then repeated for two or three points respectively for two or three point crossover.  The algorithm has 
a problem however, in selecting a crossover they eliminate the whole portions of the successful 
genomes. The genome evaluated in the experiment is going back and forth between integer values and 
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binary values. The experiment would benefit from exploring specific optimizations of small sections of 
each genome. Since crossover replaces whole portions of the genome optimizations of the small 
sections will not be explored explicitly like other evolutionary algorithms. Another problem with the 
genetic algorithm is that the parents of an individual of the new generation is selected through fitness 
proportional selection. This means the two parents selected are most probably selected based on their 
fitness. It is less likely parental choices are better exploratory catalysts but there is a possibility they still 
could be. 

 
Figure 21 Diagram of Genetic Algorithm 

4.2 Differential Evolution 
Differential Evolution (Storn and Price, 1997) is an evolutionary algorithm that explores 

continuous variables in each generation. Unlike the Genetic Algorithm each generation uses a pool of 
elites of equal size to the size of the population. For each generation the new pool is created by 
selecting three random elites. The elites are used for calculating a new value for each member of the 
new population as shown in Figure 22. Each generation essentially exchanges values between the top 
elites to explore the best possibilities for the genome. Differential evolution is meant for real numbers, 
not binary. It does not make sense to be used as our primary evolutionary algorithm. However, it is a 
part of the evolutionary algorithm used in the final experiment. 
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Figure 22 Diagram of Differential Evolution 

4.3 Novel Modified Binary Differential Evolution 
 Since Differential Evolution did not fit the experiment, we looked for ways to make it work. The 
Novel Modified Binary Differential Evolution is a candidate for the experiment. It uses Differential 
Evolution; however, once the new gene for the new population is selected the value is run through a 
probability model. The model then assigns the appropriate binary value. Ultimately DEBPSO was chosen 
over this evolutionary algorithm. The Novel Modified Binary Differential Evolution algorithm does not 
contain the safeguards against the values settling or becoming too volatile. This caused it to be excluded 
from our consideration. 

4.4 Binary Particle Swarm Optimization 
Binary Particle Swarm Optimization depicted in Figure 23 is much closer to the behavior our 

experiment needs. Like a flock of birds searching for food or in our case minima. The population acts as 
a swarm and explores minima until exhausted. Then the swarm spreads out and searches in widening 
areas trying to find other minima.  

Particle swarm optimization, following the evolutionary algorithm model, acts to optimize a 
target behavior. Utilizing a fitness of a member in the population is either excluded or promoted as an 
elite. The algorithm uses a set of potential best members in the population called particles. For each 
evolutionary iteration the particles are moved around a search space. The velocity which is a set of 
probability values used to assign a new population member a new binary value. The velocity is intended 
to direct that search. Each binary gene value in a genome can be assigned to that of the current 
member, the opposite of the current member, the local best member, or the global best member.  To 
clarify, the local best member is part of a group of highly valued candidates. The global best is the best 
candidate found up to the current generation based on their fitness. 
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The problem with this evolutionary algorithm is that the swarm changes direction too slowly. 
Meaning the fitness minima is explored too long because of the way the velocity is updated. In order to 
address the problem, Differential Evolution can be used to update the velocity instead. 

 
Figure 23 Diagram of Binary Particle Swarm Optimization 

4.5 Differential Evolution Binary Particle Swarm Optimization (DEBPSO) 

The Differential Optimization portion of DEBPSO allows the rate of change in the genome to 
change gradually over time. The Binary Particle Swarm Optimization allows a portion of the swarm to 
explore fitness minima to a sufficient extent as shown in Figure 24. 

The algorithm initializes a velocity matrix which is the same size as each generation population 
with random continuous numbers between zero and one. The initial velocity was created using random 
values.  Then the initial population is initialized by setting the binary value in the individual to one if the 
velocity value is greater than a lambda and zero otherwise. The lambda value is typically set initially to 
0.01. Then for the first generation the fitness of each row is evaluated through the fitness function 
defined for the problem space. The first population is then set to be the local best matrix. The row with 
the best fitness then becomes the global best row. Then for each generation until the completion 
criteria is met, the velocity matrix is then updated with Differential Evolution. The velocity finds three 
rows r1, r2, and r3. The current velocity population is used to calculate a new row with the equation r = 
r3 + F * (r2 - r1). F is known as the differential weight typically set to 0.7. The value r is used as the 
velocity used to determine the new value in the population members feature. The new velocity is used 
to assign values based on a gradually moving rate of change. The rate of change is gated by the alpha 
range used as a probability for a value to stay the same. The beta range is used as a probability for the 
target value to be inverted. Together they dictate whether the new population citizen for each gene in a 
genome uses one of the possible values. The values can be either the gene value of the original 
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corresponding population member, the inverse of the corresponding population member, the local best 
member, or the global best elite. These steps are then repeated after updating the fitness of the 
population, the global best row, and the local best matrix.  

 
Figure 24 Diagram of Differential Evolution Binary Particle Swarm Optimization 

4.5 Evolutionary Algorithm Summary 
 Of the available evolutionary algorithms DEBPSO was the most appealing. The algorithm has 
mechanisms that allow for much greater control over its behavior. The ability to explore local fitness 
minima as well as branch out and explore greater search areas makes DEBPSO a great match for the 
problem space of the HMAX C2 layer. In contrast the Genetic Algorithm, Differential Evolution, and the 
basic Binary Particle Swarm Optimization do not have such controls. This makes them a less optimal 
solution since we want to over fit the data or focus too much on certain sections of the data. 
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CHAPTER 5: LEARNING MODELS AND EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHM GENOMES 
 The learning models used in the experiment are configured utilizing an evolutionary algorithm. 
The input parameters utilized by the models for configuration must be represented in a way that the 
evolutionary algorithm can configure them. Once that happens the model should be able to get a better 
or worse result based on that configuration. 

5.1 Evolutionary Algorithm Genomes 
 Differential Evolution Binary Particle Swarm Optimization requires a binary genome and a fitness 
function in order to optimize the result. The genomes for the learning models selected are configured by 
converting all relevant information into a binary representation of data. Any value that takes more than 
one gene in the genome can be considered a cluster (Dios, et al., 2014) . The cluster operates as a whole 
even though individual genes can be modified. An example of the cluster is shown in Figure 25. When 
the alpha range in DEBPSO is low, the cluster changes at a low rate along with other parts of the 
genome. While there is a low rate of change, when a value in the cluster is changed there is a low 
probability that the rest of the genome will change. When the rest of the genome is not changing often 
and a specific cluster is changed, the effect of the clusters value on the fitness is exposed to the 
evolutionary algorithm. Since DEBPSO utilizes a group of candidate optima, when the clusters value 
makes a difference in the fitness for the better it is added to that group of candidates. When future 
generations use that new candidate it will contain the new for the cluster which can then be passed to 
future generations. When the alpha range is high, and many values are changing the algorithm can then 
change many parts of the genome. This allows the genome to be searched in a wide area for new 
optima. Overall, the swarm is able to explore different values of the cluster. The fitness obtained from 
that genome can then be used to quantify the change in the cluster regardless of the greater 
composition of the genome. 
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Figure 25 Diagram of Evolutionary Algorithm Binary Genome and its use 

5.1.1 Integer Genome Value 
 Integer values used in the configuration of a learning model are simply represented as a binary 
string. The binary string represents the integer bounded by the relevant range for that parameter. The 
range is rounded to the next highest all 1s binary number. For example if a parameter can range 
between 1 and 64, then the binary string used in the genome is going to be six values long. A binary 
string of 6 values has a maximum integer value of 63. In the example case, zero is not a valid integer 
parameter, so 1 can be added to the resulting integer. The resulting range of values would then be 1 to 
64 instead of 0 to 63. For all values that are not within a round binary number range such as the number 
50, the system should mark any resulting values greater than 50 with a bad fitness. The bas fitness value 
is used to expresses the value is invalid. In our experiment specifically was the number 1000 to 
communicate to the system that the value in unacceptable.   

5.1.2 Real Number Genome Value 
 Real numbers are interpreted in the genome in a very similar way to the integer values. The 
difference is the resulting integer value from the binary string is then multiplied by a value out to the 
most significant decimal place. An example of this would be a value that needs to be bounded between 
0.01 and 1.28, then a binary string with a length of seven could be converted to an integer first, 
incremented by one, and then multiplied by 0.01. The genome value of the range from 0 to 127 is 
converted to a range from 1 * 0.01 to 128 * 0.01.  
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5.1.3 Real Number between 0 and 1 
 Some parameters in the learning models need to be a value between 0 and 1. In order to 
accomplish this the binary string is converted to an integer. It is then divided by the maximum value for 
the length of the binary string. For example if the granularity needed for the range between zero and 
one is equally spaced in 1/16 partitions. A binary string of length four would then be divided by 15. This 
allows for values between 0/15 and 15/15.  

5.1.4 Boolean Genome Value 
 Many learning models contain Boolean values to identify the requirement of the use of a 
subsystem or not. In order to do this, a single bit is extracted from the binary string representing the 
genome. The value is then converted to a true or false value from 1 or 0 respectively. 

5.1.5 Array Index / String Genome Value 
 Some parameters to the learning models are values that can be selected from a list of valid 
values. These are values for a parameter with a type such as functions, strings, or class objects that must 
meet a specific criteria. In these cases they do not translatable directly to numeric values. An example of 
such valid values can be found in the SciKit learn Ada Booster Classifier. The algorithm parameter in that 
model can only be ‘SAMME’ or ‘SAMME.R’ which can be represented as an array of 2 string values. They 
can then be indexed by the integer expressed in the genome.   

In order to accomplish this the binary cluster in the genome is converted into the smallest 
length that encompasses the number of elements in the array. Any genome that exists outside this 
count is handled by the fitness function and eliminated from the population as an invalid value. For 
example an array of three potential values to be passed into a learning model would need a binary string 
of length 2 in the genome. There are four possible values with a two length binary string. So the fitness 
function would simple give 1000 as its fitness value to any population member that selects the 4th 
value. The resulting integer in a valid binary string genomes are used to index the array and pass the 
value into the model. 

5.1.6 Complex Dependency Genome Value 
 Some parameters in the genome could be interdependent especially when the genome is 
configuring the SciKit Learn models. SciKit Learn is used in this experiment for implementations of 
commonly used statistical machine learning models. When the valid values for a parameter changes 
with the setting of other parameters the value is considered interdependent. A concrete example is the 
SciKit learn Support Vector Classifier in our experiment. This model only accepts some combinations of 
the penalty, loss, dual, and multiclass parameters. When configured to use a penalty of ‘l2’, a loss of ‘l1’, 
and a dual of ‘False’ the model throws an exception. Therefore we know from the documentation that 
we should avoid systems that would configure the model in this way. In order to overcome this obstacle, 
an array is constructed with all valid combinations of parameter selections.  Since the list of valid 
combinations is small, the genome stores the possible array index values. It is then treated exactly the 
same as the Array Index Genome Value. 

5.1.7 Binary Genome Value 
 Binary genomes will be the simplest as the binary string is simply stored in the genome and then 
recovered. 
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5.1.8 Feature Elimination Genome Value 
 Feature elimination is finally added to the end of the genome as an optional setting to the 
DEBPSO. The feature elimination system is simply a binary string with the length of the number of 
features available. All 1 values keep the feature, and all 0 values eliminate the feature. Any genome 
string that is all 0 values for the feature elimination portion are simply given a fitness of 1000 to 
eliminate them from consideration. 

5.2 C2 Layer Learning Models 
 Machine learning models are statistical learning algorithms which should be able to learn a set 
of data. The learned model should then be able to predict values based on that data. For this particular 
problem space we will use binary classifiers in order to identify a new image. Classification of a new 
image means to identify whether or not the image contains the same object as the learned data. The 
model should be able to classify the target object regardless of its size, rotation, or position.  

5.2.1 Support Vector Machines 
 It was suggested that using support vector machines were the most common classifiers used to 
classify the C2 layer. An interesting exploration that was done in our experiment was to use different 
types of support vector machines. These models are available in the machine learning library used in 
Glimpse (Thomure, Glimpse Documentation, 2013). Scikit Learn (Pedregosa, et al., 2011) has three 
support vector classifiers available, in our experiment we explore each one. 

5.2.1.1 Linear Support Vector Classifier 
The linear support vector classifier discussed in the following table is similar to the C - Support 

Vector Classifier described in the next section. Accept the Linear SVC has additional control over the 
model that is exposed in the API. The additional visibility in the model allows for more direct control 
over the linear regression models attributes. Tuning these values can produce a different effect than 
that of the C Support Vector Classifier.  
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Parameter Significance 
Penalty Specifies the norm value used in the penalization in the SVC. The valid values of this 

parameter are l1 or l2 with a default of l2. L1 produces sparse coefficient vectors where 
l2 does not. 

Loss Specifies the loss function utilized by the SVM. L1 is the hinge loss standard SVM where 
l2 is the squared hinge loss. L2 is the default in SciKit Learn. 

Dual True of false value to configure the algorithm to solve the dual or primal optimization 
problem.  

Tol Tolerance parameter for stopping criteria. This parameter has a default of 1e-4 
C The C parameter is a penalty parameter for the error term. Lower values of C will allow 

the SVC to be more relaxed with prediction errors on the training set. Similarly higher 
values will treat error more harshly. This parameter is mainly used to prevent over 
fitting. 

Multi class Determines the multi-class strategy if y contains more than two classes. The experiment 
in this research does not have more than 2 classes however the parameter is still 
configured into the model. 

Fit intercept True or false value whether or not to calculate the intercept for the model. If set to false 
it is assumed the data is already centered. 

Intercept 
scaling 

True or false value that determines whether or not to attach a synthetic vector to the 
input to scale the vector to the intercept. 

Table 2 Linear Support Vector Classifier Parameters 

The parameters for the linear support vector classifier are shown in Table 2 in detail. The main 
difference between this and the other two support vector classifiers is the implementation. It is an 
improvement on the linear kernel to provide more flexibility.  This flexibility comes from the use of the 
features SciKit learn incorporated for calculating regression.  
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The genome utilized to configure these parameters is shown in Table 3. 

Parameter Bits Calculation Description 

Penalty Loss 
Combo 

3 Convert to int      
[0,3] to index  

Selects the index of an array or arrays containing 
valid combinations of parameters: Penalty, Loss, 
Dual, and Multi Class. Since certain combinations of 
these parameters conflict and crash the model they 
are distilled down to the valid combinations. 

C 15 Convert to Int, 
Add 1, then 
divide the sum by 
64 

Produces a value C [0.15625,512]. The value is used 
as a penalty parameter in the SVM 

Tol 15 Convert to Int, 
Add 1, then 
multiply the sum 
by 0.0001 

Produces a tolerance for stopping criterion. The 
resulting value Tol [0.0001,3.2768] 

Intercept 
Scaling 

15 Convert to int, 
Add 1 

When the Fit Intercept parameter is true, this 
parameter creates a synthetic feature with a 
constant value. Intercept Scaling [1,32768] 

Fit Intercept 1 Convert to 
Boolean 

Determines if we use the Intercept Scaling Parameter 
or not 

Table 3 Linear Support Vector Classifier genome clusters 

5.2.1.2 C - Support Vector Classifier 
 The C - Support Vector Classifier is a support vector machine that allows for different kernels in 
order to classify the data. The parameters are specific to the support vector machine and not the kernel 
injected into the model. Regarding the linear kernel, the defaults are selected for the kernel itself. The C 
- Support Vector Classifier exposes all its available parameters of the SVM for customization. 
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Parameter Significance 
C The C parameter is a penalty parameter for the error term. Lower values of C will 

allow the SVC to be more relaxed with prediction errors on the training set. 
Similarly higher values will treat error more harshly. This parameter is mainly 
used to prevent over fitting. 

Kernel Valid values of the kernel parameter are linear, poly, rbf, sigmoid, precomputed, 
or a callable function. Since passing a precomputed kernel matrix or a callable 
function would dramatically increase the complexity of this experiment it was 
omitted. It is worth noting however that genetic programming could be used in 
tandem with this experiment to write a callable function that would be used for 
the kernel.  

Degree Degree of the polynomial kernel function. This parameter is ignored by all other 
kernels. 

Coef0 This is an independent term in the kernel function. Only significant with the poly 
and sigmoid kernel functions. 

Probability True or false value whether or not to evaluate probability estimates. 
Shrinking Tue or false value whether or not to use the shrinking heuristic. 
Tol Tolerance for stopping criterion. 
Table 4 C - Support Vector Classifier parameters 

As illustrated in Table 4 the main difference between it and the other two support vector 
classifiers is the ability to switch between kernels and set the C parameter. The C parameter allows the 
model to treat errors against the training set more or less harshly.  
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The configuration for the genome producing these values are in Table 5. 

Parameter Bits Calculation Description 

Kernel Index 3 Convert to int, then mod 4 to 
get an array index of 0 to 3 

Selects a valid kernel type: linear, poly, 
rbf, and sigmoid 

C 6 Convert to Int, Add 1, then 
divide the sum by 64 

Produces a value C (0,1]. The value is 
used as a penalty parameter in the C 
SVM 

Degree Poly 3 Convert to Int, Add 1 Degree of the polynomial kernel function 
‘poly’ ignored by other kernels. [1,8] 

Gamma 8 Convert to Int, Divide by 64, 
divide by the number of 
features. 

Kernel coefficient for ‘rbf’, ‘poly’, 
‘sigmoid’. [0.0, 4.0] divided by the 
Number of Features. 

Coef0 8 Convert to Int, Divide by 64, 
divide by the number of 
features. 

Independent term in kernel function for 
‘poly’ and ‘sigmoid’ [0.0, 4.0] divided by 
the Number of Features. 

Probability 1 Convert to Boolean Whether or not to enable probability 
estimates. 

Shrinking 1 Convert to Boolean Whether to use the shrinking heuristic 

Tol 5 Convert to Int, Add 1, Multiply 
the sum by 0.00001 

Tolerance for stopping criteria. [0.00001, 
0.00032] 

Table 5 C Support Vector Classifier genome clusters 

5.2.1.3 NU - Support Vector Classifier 
 The NU - Support Vector Classifier, unlike the C - Support Vector Classifier, accepts the lower 
bound of the number of support vectors available as a parameter. This allows the vector machine to 
divide the data with a minimum number of divisions.  

Parameter Significance 
NU An upper bound of the fraction of the training errors and lower bound for the 

fraction of support vectors.  
Kernel Valid values of the kernel parameter are linear, poly, rbf, sigmoid, precomputed, 

or a callable function. Since passing a precomputed kernel matrix or a callable 
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Parameter Significance 
function would dramatically increase the complexity of this experiment it was 
omitted. It is worth noting however that genetic programming could be used in 
tandem with this experiment to write a callable function that would be used for 
the kernel.  

Degree Degree of the polynomial kernel function. This parameter is ignored by all other 
kernels. 

Gamma A kernel coefficient for rbf and poly values set for kernel.  
Coef0 This is an independent term in the kernel function. Only significant with the poly 

and sigmoid kernel functions. 
Cache size The kernel cache in MB 
Probability True or false value whether or not to evaluate probability estimates. 
Shrinking Tue or false value whether or not to use the shrinking heuristic for speeding up 

svm training. 
Tol Tolerance for stopping criterion. 

Table 6 NU – Support Vector Classifier parameters 

The parameters listed in Table 6 shows the NU parameter. This parameter the support vector 
classifier to adjust the upper bound for the fraction of training errors and the lower bound of the 
fraction of support vectors. This provides  the system more control over its behavior. Unlike the C-Svc 
this model does not contain the C parameter. Also, unlike the Linear Svc this model does not have 
control over the linear regression aspects inside the linear kernel.  
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The genome used to configure the NU Svc is in Table 7. 

Parameter Bits Calculation Description 

NU 6 Convert to Int, Add 1, Divide 
the sum by 64 

An upper bound on the fraction of 
training errors and a lower bound on the 
fraction of support vectors (0,1] 

Kernel 2 Convert to Int to index 
parameter array 

Selects a valid kernel type: Linear, Poly, 
Rbf, and Sigmoid 

Degree 4 Convert to Int  Degree used by ‘poly’, ‘rbf’, and ‘sigmoid’ 
kernels 

Gamma 4 Convert to Int, Divide by 64, 
divide by the number of 
features. 

Kernel coefficient for ‘rbf’, ‘poly’, 
‘sigmoid’.  [0.0, 4.0] divided by the 
Number of Features. 

Coef0 4 Convert to Int, Divide by 64, 
divide by the number of 
features. 

Independent term in kernel function for 
‘poly’ and ‘sigmoid’ [0.0, 4.0] divided by 
the Number of Features. 

Shrinking 1 Convert to Boolean Whether or not to enable probability 
estimates. 

Probability 1 Convert to Boolean Whether to use the shrinking heuristic 

Tol 4 Convert to Boolean and 
multiply by 0.00001 

Tolerance for stopping criteria. [0.00001, 
0.00032] 

Cache Size 10 Convert to Int, Add 1 The size of the kernel cache in MB. 
[1,1024] 

Table 7 NU Support Vector Classifier genome clusters 

5.2.2 Multi-Layer Perceptron 
 Artificial Neural Networks are able to learn nonlinear data through models that mimic the neural 
connections of the human brain. The Multi-Layer Perceptron is a neural network that has neurons, a 
hidden layer. It learns the data by iterating through values and increases or decreases weights that allow 
a binary value to be set to 0 or 1 based on an activation threshold. This system is great for nonlinear 
data which is a possible match for the C2 layer of data. 
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Parameter Significance 
N Hidden Number of hidden nodes used by the network. 
Eta The amount a node weight is changed each iteration 
N Iterations The number of iterations the network will train for 
Use Early 
Stopping 

True of false value whether or not to use early stopping to prevent over fitting.  

Table 8 Multi-Layer Perceptron parameters 

The parameters available to the neural network are presented in Table 8. This model is very 
different from the support vector classifiers in many aspects. The model should be included in the 
experiment because it is able to classify nonlinear values. This provides a new outlook on the data in the 
HMAX model. The genome used to configure the parameters is in Table 9. 

Parameter Bits Calculation Description 

Hidden Nodes 8 Convert to Int, Add 1 The number of hidden nodes in the 
neural network [1,256] 

Eta 16 Convert to Int, Add 1, Multiple 
sum by 0.00001 

The change in weights each iteration 
[0.00001,0.65536] 

Iterations 8 Convert to Int, Add 1 The number of iterations used to train 
the neural network [1,256] 

Use Early 
Stopping 

1 Convert to Boolean Whether or not to use early stopping 
when training the neural network 

Table 9 Multi-Layer Perceptron genome clusters 

5.2.3 Radial Basis Function Network 
 The Radial Basis Function Network is a neural network using a hyperplane distance function to 
determine whether the output activates. This is in contrast to the Multi-Layer Perceptron wshich  
activates on learned information repeated to neurons. 
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Parameter Significance 
N Hidden 
Nodes 

Number of hidden nodes utilized by the network 

Eta The amount each node is changed each iteration of training 
N Iterations The number of iterations looped during training 
Use K Means True of false value to utilize k Means to set the weights of the Radial Basis Function 

Network 
Sigma Explicitly set the sigma value inside the network 
Normalize True or false value whether or not to normalize the input data 

Table 10 Radial Basis Function Network parameters 

The Radial Basis Function Network has a similar layout to the Multi-Layer Perceptron as seen in 
Table 10.  The meaning of the input parameters however are slightly different. The configuration of 
these parameters are listed in Table 11. 

Parameter Bits Calculation Description 

Radial Nodes 8 Convert to Int, Add 1 Number of nodes used by the Radial 
Basis Function network 

Eta 16 Convert to Int, Add 1, Multiply 
sum by 0.00001 

The change in weights each iteration 
[0.00001,0.65536] 

Iterations 8 Convert to Int, Add 1 The number of iterations used to train 
the neural network [1,256] 

Use K Means 1 Convert to Boolean Whether to use the K Means Kernel 

Sigma 3 Convert to Int, Multiply by 
0.01 

Width of Gaussians [0,0.07] 

Normalize 1 Convert to Boolean Whether to normalize the data for RBF 

Table 11 Radial Basis Function Network genome clusters 

5.2.4 Gradient Boosting Classifier 
 The Gradient Boosting Classifier is an ensemble learning model. Gradient Boosting is a forward 
stagewise additive model in SciKit Learn that allows the optimization of arbitrary differentiable loss 
functions. 

Parameter Significance 
Loss Defines the loss function for the gradient boosting classifier. If deviance is selected 

the classifier will use Multinomial Deviance or Binomial Deviance. 
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Parameter Significance 
N Estimators Number of boosting stages to perform.  
Subsample The fraction of samples used for fitting the individual base learners. Values less than 

1.0 results in Stochastic Gradient Boosting and a reduction in variance and an 
increase in bias. 

Min Samples 
Split 

The minimum number of samples required to split an internal node. 

Min Samples 
Leaf 

The minimum number of samples required to be at a leaf node. 

Max Depth Maximum depth of the individual regression estimators. Limits the number of nodes 
in the tree. The documentation mentions to tune this parameter in particular for best 
performance. 

Max Features The number of features to consider when looking for the best split. 
Table 12 Gradient Boosting Classifier parameters 

New complexities are introduced with ensemble models as there are some complex parameters. 
These parameters have a large number of possible values as described in Table 12.  
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The genome configuration is represented in Table 13. 

Parameter Bits Calculation Description 

Loss Function 1 Convert to Boolean Index one of 2 available options: 
deviance, and bdeviance 

Learning Rate 14 Convert to Int, Add 1, Divide 
by 1684 

The learning rate for the ensemble (0,1] 

n estimators 6 Convert to Int, Add 1 The number of estimators [1,64] 

sub sample 14 Convert to Int, Add 1, Divide 
by 1684 

Subsample for stochastic gradient 
boosting (0,1] 

Min Sample 
Split 

6 Convert to Int, Add 1 The minimum number of samples 
required to split an internal node [1,64] 

Min Sample 
Leaf 

6 Convert to Int, Add 1 Minimum number of samples required 
to be a leaf node [1,64] 

Max Depth 6 Convert to Int, Add 1 Maximum depth of individual regression 
estimators [1,64] 

Max Features 2 Convert to Int Indexes array of available options: ‘auto’, 
‘sqrt’, ‘log2’, None 

Table 13 Gradient Boosting Classifier genome clusters 

5.2.5 Random Forest Classifier 
 Random Forest Classifier is an ensemble system that uses decision tree classifiers on sub-
samples of the data. It then uses averaging to improve the predictive accuracy and help prevent over-
fitting. This classifier could do particularly well since it is sub-sampling the data could help invariance by 
isolating commonalities between the distortion incurred by the variation levels. 
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Parameter Significance 
N Estimators The number of trees in the forest 
Criterion The function to measure the quality of the split. Values can be the Gini impurity or 

the Entropy from the information gain. 
Max Depth The maximum depth of the tree 
Max Features The number of features to consider when looking for the best split 
Bootstrap True of false value whether or not to bootstrap samples 
Out of bag 
score 

True or false value whether or not to use out of bag samples to estimate the 
generalization error 

Table 14 Random Forest Classifier parameters 

The Random Forest Classifier contains similar parameters to the other ensemble classifiers. As shown in 
Table 14 the Bootstrap and Out of bag score are interdependent and need to follow the complex rules in 
the genome. The genome configuration is represented in Table 15. 

Parameter Bits Calculation Description 

Estimators 6 Convert to Int, Add 1 The number of trees in the forest [1,64] 

Criterion 1 Convert to Int Indexes array of available options: ‘gini’, 
or ‘entropy’  

Max Depth 6 Convert to Int, Add 1 Maximum depth of the tree [1,64] 

Max Features 2 Convert to Int Indexes array of available options: ‘auto’, 
‘sqrt’, ‘log2’, None 

Bootstrap 1 Convert to Boolean Whether bootstrap samples are used 
when building trees 

Out of Box 
(OOB) Score 

1 Convert to Boolean Whether to use out-of-bag samples to 
estimate the generalization error 

Table 15 Random Forest Classifier genome clusters 

5.2.6 Ada Boost Classifier 
 The Ada Boost Classifier is a meta-estimator. First it learns the original dataset, then it learns 
additional copies of the same dataset. In the copies, the weight of the incorrectly classified instances are 
adjusted so the subsequent classifiers focus on more difficult cases.  

Parameter Significance 
N Estimators The maximum number of estimators until boosting is terminated. If this value is too 

high the algorithm stops early 
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Parameter Significance 
Learning Rate Scales the contribution of each classifier 
Algorithm SAMME or SAMME.R algorithms are available SAMME is a discrete boosting 

algorithm where SAMME.R is a real boosting algorithm 
Table 16 Ada Boost Classifier parameters 

The parameter configuration and the relevance to the Ada Boost Classifier are in Table 16. The 
corresponding genome utilized to configure the model is shown in Table 17. 

Parameter Bits Calculation Description 

Estimators 6 Convert to Int, Add 1 Number of estimators which boosting is 
terminated [1,64] 

Learning Rate 8 Convert to Int, Add 1, Divide 
the sum by 256 

Shrinks the contribution of each classifier 
(0,1] 

Algorithm 1 Convert to Int Index an array of available options: 
‘SAMME’, ‘SAMME.R’ 

Table 17 Ada Booster genome clusters 

5.2.7 K Frequent Values 
 K Frequent Values is a novel histogram based learning model. The most frequent occurrences of 
a value range are binned and counted. Then the resulting similarities with a new occurrence allows the 
prediction of the output value. 

Parameter Significance 
Number of 
Bins 

Number of bins used by the histograms in the model 

Zero Start 
Index 

The index of the first bin to consider. All bins before this index are ignored for the 
zero class. 

Zero End 
Index 

The index of the last bin to consider. All bins after this index are ignored for the zero 
class. 

One Start 
Index 

The index of the first bin to consider. All bins before this index are ignored for the one 
class. 

One End 
Index 

The index of the last bin to consider. All bins after this index are ignored for the one 
class. 

Zero Weight The weights placed on the bin counts considered for the zero class. 
One Weight The weights placed on the bin counts considered for the one class. 

Table 18 K Frequent Values parameters 

The relevance of the parameters that can be supplied to the K Frequent Values model are shown in 
Table 18. The genome utilized for DEBPSO to configure the model for use with classifying the data is 
shown in Table 19. 
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Parameter Bits Calculation Description 

Number of Bins 7 Convert to Int, Add 1 Number of bin used by the histograms 
within the model [1,128] 

Zero Start 
Index 

2 Convert to Int Most frequent value used to score the 
Zero result [0,3] 

Zero End Index 2 Convert to Int, Add 1 Least frequent value used to score the 
Zero result [1,4] 

One Start Index 2 Convert to Int Most frequent value used to score the 
One result [0,3] 

One End Index 2 Convert to Int, Add 1 Least frequent value used to score the 
One result [1,4] 

Zero Weight 2 Convert to Int and Multiply by 
0.01 

The amount Zero values are weighted 
[0,0.03] 

One Weight 2 Convert to Int and Multiply by 
0.01 

The amount One values are weighted 
[0,0.03] 

Table 19 K Frequent Values genome clusters 
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CHAPTER 6: EXPERIMENT 
Our experiment first required the reproduction of the data sets in previous research. To do so 

we need to use the same parameters to compare to the results produced by the data sets (Pinto, 
Barhomi, Cox, and DiCarlo, 2011; Serre, Wolf, and Poggio, 2005; Thomure, Mitchell, and Kenyon, 2013).  

After the dataset was available, the data was run through Glimpse.  Glimpse is able to produce 
all of the HMAX layers. In order to evaluate effectiveness of the machine learning model used to classify 
the result we need to evaluate the C2 layer multiple times. Rather than re-computing the C2 layer for 
every member in each population in each generation of the DEBPSO, the C2 layer produced by Glimpse 
was extracted. Once available the C2 layer was saved to be re-used throughout our experiment.  

The learning models used in our experiment had their parameters set, which was the focus of 
the evaluation being done. In order to allow DEBPSO to configure the learning models, the parameters 
of each learning model needed to be converted into binary genomes. The genomes for each model type 
were evolved by Differential Evolution Binary Particle Swarm Optimization. This allows the system to 
find a close to optimal configuration rather than simply utilizing the models' defaults. In order for the 
DEBPSO to properly evolve the genomes, a fitness function was chosen. The fitness promotes elites 
based on the accuracy of the prediction made by the configured model when evaluating a validation 
dataset.  

After the DEBPSO was run the genomes selected as the final elite, the best model configuration 
was found for our experiment. The model found to be most accurate after the configuration was then 
be compared to the resulting DEBPSO runs for other learning models. The process should yielded a more 
accurate model than the most commonly used default support vector machine. 

6.1 Data Generation 
 In order to reproduce the data used in previous research (Pinto, Barhomi, Cox, and DiCarlo, 
2011; Serre, Wolf, and Poggio, 2005; Thomure, Mitchell, and Kenyon, 2013), the software tool, Blender, 
was used. Similar three dimensional models made available through another tool, TurboSquid, were 
used with Blender to generate images. The generated data matched the same difficulty criteria specified 
in the previous work (Pinto, Barhomi, Cox, and DiCarlo, 2011). The process called for natural images to 
serve as backgrounds for the images produced. The 3D model for the Face1 vs. Face 2, and Car vs. Plane 
examples were layered on top of the natural images, and then a picture was taken from the 3D camera 
in Blender. This process was repeated for each difficulty level and randomized for each item in the 
dataset. Finally for each difficulty level, each natural image was unique to each image. Doing this helps 
avoid false contextual queues within the supplied background noise, which would make that 
background noise harmful to the experiment. Once the datasets were produced Glimpse was used to 
extract the C2 Layer information. The C2 layer information was then used in the DEBPSO system. 

6.2 Learning Model Fitness Functions 
 In order to optimize the performance of the model used to interpret the C2 layer, we want to 
maximize the accuracy of the model. In our case we don’t need to worry about over fitting the training, 
and validation sets because the S2 layer is already locally invariant.  This means the performance of the 
overall system is accurately communicated through the performance on the validation set. So we 
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choose a trivial fitness function for our experiment across all models which is simply one minus the 
percent accuracy divided by 100. The fitness value is interpreted as lower is better and is valid in the 
range 0 to 1000. The fitness decreases as the accuracy of the predictions increases against a validation 
set. In the new datasets, there are now 450 samples instead of 300. This is to account for the need of a 
validation set. 450 samples can now provide 150 training samples, 150 validation samples, and 150 test 
samples. This allows our experiment to build a comparison between using a SVM with a train-and-test 
set related to the original experiment. 

6.3 Population, Generations, and Time Limits 
In the interest of time the number of generations is set to 250. The number of members in the 

population per generation is 25. This may seem small for the problem space, however, the results are 
very encouraging. The system overall shows a large improvement in accuracy after a small amount of 
iterations.  

6.4 Architecture 
 Our experiment is written in Python, and utilizes the Numpy, and SciKit libraries. The data 
generator is written in Python using Blender Python (bpy) library that requires Blender to run. Our 
experiment utilizes multi-processing when calculating the fitness of the whole population. Since it is the 
most computationally intensive portion of the application there is a large benefit. The multi-processing 
portion of the application utilizes a pool and a pool map. This causes the system to be capable of 
splitting the number of concurrently running models into the number of processors available. The 
machine running our experiment can now minimize the execution time of calculating the population 
fitness function. 

6.5 Results Format 
 The results recorded included the values produced by the genomes, and the validation, and test 
fitness. The fitness evaluated against the test set was not for use in the evolutionary algorithm. It 
provided a good basis for comparison when evaluating the benefits of the optimizations made to the 
configuration of the model. If feature elimination was turned on, the results also included the feature 
selection at the time of a new global elite being selected. 
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CHAPTER 7: RESULTS AND GRAPHS 
We want to evaluate the claim whether the Imprints made are random or non-random and if It 

has little effect on the amount of information communicated to the C2 layer (Thomure, Mitchell, and 
Kenyon, 2013). We want to know the difference between the best accuracy for the best model 
configuration versus the un-configured Linear SVC. This comparison should be available for each number 
of imprints used in the C2 Layer well tell us how much information is actually stored in the C2 layer of 
the random imprints versus the non-random imprints. 

 
Figure 26 Fitness over generations for imprinted Face1 vs. Face 2 

 In Figure 26, it illustrates the fitness over generations of the original dataset at difficulty level 3 
and 4075 nonrandom imprints. Since the fitness is an inverted accuracy the fitness values in the chart 
are indicative of the accuracy of each configuration. It is clear that the default Linear Support Vector 
Classifier does very well with a fitness of 0.255. The DEBPSO configured Linear Support Vector Classifier 
with a fitness of 0.25 is the best in this run. It is important to note that the default linear svc did very 
well. It was able to predict well in this case compared to the other models based on the C2 layer. 
Ultimately even though the default did well, the configured linear support vector classifier did even 
better. This is only compared to the validation sets. To verify Figure 26 and Figure 27 are not over fitting 
the test data we need to compare accuracy against test sets for each configuration. 
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Figure 27 Fitness over generations for random Face 1 vs. Face 2 

In Figure 27 we see the fitness over generations for the random imprints of the original dataset 
at difficulty level 3 and 4075 imprints. The Linear SVC has a much lower accuracy compared with the 
accuracy of the DEBPSO configured Gradient Boosting Classifier. The fact that another learning model 
using the random imprints can get the same accuracy as the default linear SVC suggests one or both of 
two things. The information that was easily accessed in the nonrandom imprints could still exists in the 
random imprints but works better with a different model. This could occur by the information being 
found by the locally invariant portions of the C1 layer. This would happen before the random imprints 
were captured and propagated through the upper layers. Another possibility is since random prototypes 
may or may not have captured the imprints we are looking for in the S2 layer, the configured model was 
better able to filter out noise. This could mean the values can still be classified at a high rate of success 
where the default Linear SVC was almost random in its predictions even when most data was bad. The 
success of the Gradient Boosting Classifier could be a result of its ability to promote arbitrary loss 
functions as stated in its documentation.  Since there is data available to the classifiers in the random 
imprints to get an accurate classification it means that even though the Linear Support Vector classifiers 
cannot tell there is a face in the data, the Gradient Boosting Classifier can. 

To clarify this ambiguity the next step is to evaluate the best accuracy of each difficulty in the 
original Cars versus Planes dataset with 4075 imprints. 
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Figure 28 Accuracy of imprinted vs. random vs. original Cars vs Planes 

 Imprinted best and random best accuracies for any difficulty and imprint count combination in 
the problem space is the best accuracy for any of the configured models. In Figure 28 the accuracy of 
the imprinted default Linear Support Vector Classifier is compared to the difficulty of the Imprinted best 
and random best accuracies. This is done for models configured by the DEBPSO in order to provide an 
aggregated view of the improvements made to each potential classifier.  The information available in 
the data appears to be greater with imprinted prototypes; however, the accuracy difference is only 
about five percent. The configured models gain roughly 10 percent increase in accuracy when compared 
with the default Linear Support Vector Classifier used in the original experiment. Figure 29 shows the 
best configured accuracy over difficulty for each number of imprints.  
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Figure 29 Accuracy over difficulty for each number of imprints for best configurations 

Since we are using a binary classifier, we want to compare using measurements similar to the 
comparisons made in the previous work (Thomure, Mitchell, and Kenyon, 2013). The statistical score 
used was the mean Area under the receiver operator characteristic curve (AUC) for five runs. The AUC is 
a binary classifier score that is discrimination threshold varied. AUC uses the receiver operator 
characteristic (ROC) which is the True positive rate compared to the false positive rate. An AUC of 1 is 
the best and an AUC of 0.5 is randomness.  The best model configuration was extracted for each 
parameter combination for imprints and difficulty utilized in the Glimpse system. Figure 30 shows that 
when calculating the AUC for 100 Random imprints for the new faces dataset, the DEBPSO configured 
models greatly outperform the default Linear SVC counterpart.  
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Figure 30 Area under ROC curve for 100 random imprints 

The following are the models utilized to get the above result on unseen test data: 

Difficulty 0: RandomForestClassifier (n_estimators=50, criterion='gini', max_depth=21, 
max_features='auto', bootstrap=0, oob_score=0) 

Difficulty 1: RandomForestClassifier (n_estimators=37, criterion='entropy', max_depth=49, 
max_features='log2', bootstrap=0, oob_score=0) 

Difficulty 2: GradientBoostingClassifier (learning_rate=0.298645019531, n_estimators=54, 
subsample=0.761779785156, min_samples_split=2, min_samples_leaf=40, max_depth=3, 
max_features='auto') 

Difficulty 3: GradientBoostingClassifier (learning_rate=0.348022460938, n_estimators=64, 
subsample=0.610412597656, min_samples_split=46, min_samples_leaf=1, max_depth=42, 
max_features='auto') 

Difficulty 4: RandomForestClassifier (n_estimators=39, criterion='gini', max_depth=21, 
max_features='auto', bootstrap=0, oob_score=0) 
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Difficulty 5: RandomForestClassifier (n_estimators=49, criterion='entropy', max_depth=46, 
max_features='log2', bootstrap=0, oob_score=0) 

Difficulty 6: RandomForestClassifier (n_estimators=40, criterion='gini', max_depth=25, 
max_features='log2', bootstrap=0, oob_score=0) 

The benefit seen by the AUC values represented in Figure 30 range between 0% and 10%. The  
values are always either the same or better. Note that with each difficulty has a largely different 
configuration. Each contains ensemble based models, and in this example there were better models 
than the default configured model for each difficulty represented. From this we can draw the conclusion 
that in many cases DEBPSO configured models will operate better than the default support vector 
machine commonly selected by researchers. Furthermore the nonrandom imprints do appear to have 
more available data relevant to classification than the random imprints. It would be prudent to perform 
further research into noise elimination using the same techniques for creating the imprints in the S2 
layer of the HMAX model. 
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CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSION 
 We have the goal of creating a system that can classify objects with invariance regardless of 
semantic differences. In our research we have seen the effect of configuring learning models to classify 
the C2 layer of the visual cortex inspired HMAX model. We used Differential Evolution Binary Particle 
Swarm Optimization to accomplish this task. We have created a way for easily generating control data 
that allows us to perform more experiments with more freely available datasets. The comparisons 
performed included the Face 1 vs. Face 2, and the Cars vs. Planes datasets for both the original and 
newly generated sets. Natural backgrounds were utilized to remove visual cues that would give hints to 
the learning models which object it was evaluating. After considering four different evolutionary 
algorithms, DEBPSO was implemented.  We do so in order to configure learning models to interpret the 
C2 layer information produced by the Glimpse framework. Utilizing this system we were able to evaluate 
and compare nine potential machine learning models. 

8.1 Major Contributions 
 Our contributions brought together the evolutionary algorithm DEBPSO, multiple learning 
models and the HMAX model to improve performance on the overall system the computer vision. Using 
biological parallels, we created a new way of encoding information into a genome represented as 
genome clusters in order to configure learning models. We then used DEBPSO to evolve that genome 
and find the best configurations for the HMAX model C2 layer data. Furthermore we created a novel 
learning model called K Frequent Values that had good performance in some cases. All of which has not 
been attempted before to the best of our knowledge. 

Our experiment was successful in that the models utilized in the HMAX C2 layer classification 
can be greatly improved. This was done by selecting and configuring the model utilizing DEBPSO. In 
Figure 27, the improvement is evident. After the elapsed generations in each learning model based on 
explicit configuration of the models available, the fitness improves and the accuracy increases. In Figure 
28, the differences in the best selected model and configuration for each accuracy and the great 
improvement could be observed. Even with the differences between the imprinted prototypes and the 
random prototypes, there was still improvement. 

In addition, there is more perceivable classification information in the random imprints created 
in the S2 layer of the HMAX model. These were created through the techniques in previous research. It 
is possible due to its poor performance with the random dataset that an un-configured Linear Support 
Vector Classifier cannot extract the information in the random imprint data.  However, configuring a 
model and finding an optimal configuration allowed us to obtain accuracies close to, and sometimes 
better than that of those obtained with the impertinent prototypes. This further suggests that 
configuring the models with an evolutionary algorithm is more robust to potential noise in the data. We 
see support for this claim since the parameters that typically deal with noise in a learning model have to 
be tuned for optimal configuration as we saw in many of the SciKit Learn algorithms. 

Moreover, quantifying how much the model choice and configuration was improved from the 
previous research work can be done by comparing the mean area under the ROC curve. The AUC of the 
DEBPSO configured models compared against the default Linear Support Vector Classifier provides this 
information. As found in Figure 30, there are cases where the best configured models greatly 
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outperform the un-configured default Linear Support Vector Classifier. It is evident through the nature 
of the AUC metric that the confidence levels of the learning models are higher overall. A high AUC 
ensures the ability to better configure the model to pick values with a better chance at avoiding false 
positives. This increases the likelihood of true positives and successful classifications. 

 

8.2 Minor Contributions 
 Regarding the dataset generation, we have found a way utilizing free tools and free assets to 
produce and reproduce datasets. To do this we leveraged Blender Python and the 3D models from 
TurboSquid. A library of photos was composed in order to provide the natural background so that more 
data can be produced. This helps promote ongoing research in the field of computer vision. We had to 
generate more data for our experiment since the original datasets only had 300 samples. In order to 
gain a comparable validation set, the generator was used to create 450 samples as the control sets. 
Ultimately the quality and quantity of the data generated was comparable to that of the prior research. 
This dataset generator and background images will be a useful tool for other such needs. Also, we have 
found that Glimpse can be extended to pass on the information extracted from its HMAX layers. This 
helped in order to further process the information in each layer without rerunning the model. 

 

8.3 Future Research 
Further research could be done with Glimpse since the learning model used to create activations 

on prototypes in the S2 Layer can be configured. We could then configure the S2 Layer activation 
models in the same way as the C2 layer classification models. Glimpse also exposes the layers to outside 
systems and could be utilized to attempt post processing on all 5 layers in the HMAX model. Glimpse is a 
useful and robust platform for performing experiments related to computer vision and HMAX.  

 We found that SciKit learn and the machine learning models could be combined by utilizing the 
standardized SciKit learn model interface. This allowed us to use a Multi-Layer Perceptron and Radial 
Basis Function Network in our experiment not available in SciKit learn. This combination is a powerful 
tool when performing this type of research. The idea behind the use of evolutionary algorithms was to 
find an optimal configuration based on an extremely large amount of possible combinations of 
parameters and model types. There are many more models available in SciKit learn and other libraries 
which could be a further research topic.   

 K Frequent Values was able to predict values beyond random success. The model is a Histogram 
based classification system which may not be optimal for this dataset in particular. Further research can 
be done as to whether it can be used successfully in other classification problems though. Machine 
learning problem spaces where the number of occurrences of a value would benefit from this model and 
there is great potential that this model is capable of solving many problems in machine learning. Any set 
of data that could benefit from a histogram view of its data could be a candidate for prediction based on 
the K Frequent Values model. 
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 Differential Evolution Binary Particle Swarm Optimization was successful in our experiment in 
producing useful results. Further research could be done on comparing other evolutionary algorithms in 
the same problem space. In particular, the performance between DEBPSO and the Novel Modified 
Binary Differential Evolution would be an interesting and informative comparison. The comparison 
provokes the question of how much of the success of DEBPSO is due to either Binary Particle Swarm 
Optimization or Differential Evolution.  

More improvements can be found to the system by exploring new evolutionary algorithms, C2 
layer classifiers, new S2 layer activation methods, and even by exploring each HMAX layer. There is 
potential for finding ways to process the data moving between the HMAX layers. Our experiment can be 
tested against other benchmark classification problems in the future since our main focus was the 
particular problem of invariance. Computer vision as a field has plenty of potential with the progress 
made in our research.  
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APPENDIX A: BLENDER DATA SET GENERATION SCRIPT 
import bpy 
import random 
import os 
import time 
 
composite_variation_level_index = 0 
data_set_name = 'Face1' 
 
data_set_save_path = 'G:\_Thesis Materials\\' + data_set_name + '\\Difficulty' + 
str(composite_variation_level_index) + '\\' 
backgrounds_path = 'G:\_Thesis Materials\\NaturalBackgrounds\\' 
 
name = "face" 
mesh_name = "Face" 
number_renders = 20 
even_backgrounds = True 
 
class variation_parameters(object): 
    def __init__(self,x_variation,y_variation,scale,plane_rotation_variation, depth_rotation_variation): 
        self.x_variation = x_variation 
        self.y_variation = y_variation 
        self.scale = scale 
        self.plane_rotation_variation = plane_rotation_variation 
        self.depth_rotation_variation = depth_rotation_variation 
 
composite_variation_levels = {0:variation_parameters(0,0,0,0,0), 
                              1:variation_parameters(10,20,10,15,15), 
                              2:variation_parameters(20,40,20,30,30), 
                              3:variation_parameters(30,60,30,45,45), 
                              4:variation_parameters(40,80,40,60,60), 
                              5:variation_parameters(50,100,50,75,75), 
                              6:variation_parameters(60,120,60,90,90)} 
 
the_mesh = bpy.data.objects[mesh_name] 
the_mesh.location = (0,0,0) 
the_mesh.rotation_euler  = (0,0,0) 
 
def get_random_file(path): 
  files = os.listdir(path) 
  return path + files[random.randrange(0, len(files))] 
 
def set_file_for_path(path): 
 
    background_image = bpy.data.images.load(path) # load image 
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    background_texture = bpy.data.textures.new("background texture", type='IMAGE') # create texture 
type "image" 
    background_texture.image = background_image # link picture to image 
    w = bpy.data.worlds['World'] 
    w.texture_slots.clear(0) 
    slot = w.texture_slots.add() 
    slot.texture = background_texture 
    slot.use_map_horizon = True 
 
def get_random_position(percent): 
    return (random.random() * (-6) + 3) * percent 
 
def get_random_rotation(percent): 
    return (random.random() * 6.28 - 3.14) * percent 
 
file_list = os.listdir(backgrounds_path) 
if even_backgrounds: 
    file_list = file_list[0::2] 
else: 
    file_list = file_list[1::2] 
 
 
variation_parameter = composite_variation_levels[composite_variation_level_index] 
 
for i in range(number_renders): 
    x = get_random_position(variation_parameter.x_variation) 
    y = get_random_position(variation_parameter.y_variation) 
    z = get_random_position(variation_parameter.scale) 
 
    the_mesh.location = (x,y,z) 
 
    x = get_random_rotation(variation_parameter.depth_rotation_variation) 
    y = get_random_rotation(variation_parameter.depth_rotation_variation) 
    z = get_random_rotation(variation_parameter.plane_rotation_variation) 
    the_mesh.rotation_euler  = (x,y,z) 
 
    set_file_for_path(backgrounds_path + file_list[i]) 
 
    time.sleep(0.5) 
    bpy.data.scenes['Scene'].render.filepath = data_set_save_path + name + str(i) + '.jpg' 
    bpy.ops.render.render( write_still=True ) 
    time.sleep(0.5) 
 
the_mesh.location = (0,0,0) 
the_mesh.rotation_euler  = (0,0,0)  
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APPENDIX B: EXPERIMENT CODE 
#Main.py 
#Generates all C2 Layer Datum 
from sklearn.neighbors import KNeighborsClassifier 
from sklearn.svm import LinearSVC 
from MlpWrapper import MlpWrapper 
from KNearestNeighborWrapper import KNearestNeighborWrapper 
import glimpse.glab.api as g 
from glimpse.models.ml import Model, Params, Layer 
from glimpse.pools import SinglecorePool 
from glimpse.util.garray import toimage 
from glimpse.util.gtest import * 
from glimpse.experiment.utils import ExtractFeatures 
import numpy as np 
import os 
 
print("Main Start") 
 
prototype_quantities = [1, 10, 100, 1000, 4075] 
difficulties = range(0,7) 
 
for difficulty in difficulties: 
    for num_prototypes in prototype_quantities: 
        randomize_prototypes = True 
        use_custom_learning_model = False 
        learning_model = LinearSVC(penalty='l1', loss='l2', dual=False, tol=0.0001, C=4.015625, 
multi_class='ovr', intercept_scaling=23.05) 
 
        score_function = ['accuracy', 'auc'][0] 
 
        print("Running experiment for difficulty" + str(difficulty)) 
        g.Verbose(True) 
 
        file_group = [] 
        file_group.append("Face1 vs Face2 Difficulty " + str(difficulty)) 
        file_group.append("Airplane vs Car Difficulty " + str(difficulty)) 
        file_group.append("OriginalExperiment Face1 vs Face2") 
        file_group.append("Difficulty " + str(difficulty)) 
        file_group.append("ControlSet_Cars_Planes_Variation0" + str(difficulty) + 
"_NaturalBg_n130_200x200_GS") 
        selected_file_group = file_group[4] 
 
        group_path = [] 
        group_path.append("New Fave1 vs Face2 450 Samples") 
        group_path.append("New Airplane vs Car 450 Samples") 
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        group_path.append("OriginalExperiment Face1 vs Face2") 
        group_path.append("OriginalExperiment Cars vs Planes") 
        selected_group_path = group_path[3] 
 
 
        file_path = [] 
        file_path.append("/Volumes/Seagate Expansion Drive/_Thesis Materials/Fave1 vs Face2/Face1 vs 
Face2 Difficulty " + str(difficulty)) 
        root_path = "/Users/Shimigami/Documents/ThesisDataSets/" + selected_group_path + "/" 
        file_path.append(root_path + selected_file_group) 
        selected_file_path = file_path[1] 
 
        save_path = root_path + "" 
        save_name = "" 
        print("Running experiment for: " + selected_file_path) 
        g.SetCorpus(selected_file_path) 
 
        if randomize_prototypes: 
            g.SetParams(c1_whiten=True, s2_operation='NormRbf') 
            g.MakeUniformRandomS2Prototypes(num_prototypes, 0, 1) 
            save_path += "Random/" 
            save_name += "Random" 
        else: 
            g.ImprintS2Prototypes(num_prototypes) 
            save_path += "Imprinted/" 
            save_name += "Imprinted" 
 
        if use_custom_learning_model: 
            g.EvaluateClassifier(learner=learning_model, score_func=score_function) 
        else: 
            g.EvaluateClassifier(score_func=score_function) 
 
        results = g.GetEvaluationResults() 
        exp = g.GetExperiment() 
 
 
        def get_features(): 
            return ExtractFeatures(Layer.C2, exp.extractor.activation) 
 
 
        labels = exp.corpus.labels 
        features = get_features() 
        save_to = np.hstack((features, np.expand_dims(labels, axis=1))) 
 
        if not os.path.exists(save_path): 
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            os.makedirs(save_path) 
 
        save_path += save_name + "_" + selected_group_path + "_d" + str(difficulty) + "_p" + 
str(num_prototypes) + ".csv" 
 
        np.savetxt(save_path, save_to, delimiter=',') 
 
        print(save_path) 
        print(save_to) 
        print("AUC:", results.score) 
        print("End Difficulty " + str(difficulty)) 
        g.Reset() 
 
 
 
#ScratchPad_EvolutionaryAlgorithm.py 
#Main Experiment File 
import numpy as np 
from AdaBoostClassifierFitness import AdaBoostClassifierFitness 
from DataManager import DataManager 
 
from GenerationsManager import GenerationsManager 
from GradientBoostingClassifierFitness import GradientBoostingClassifierFitness 
import KfvFitness 
import KnnFitness 
import MlpFitness 
from NuSVCFitness import NuSVCFitness 
from RandomForestClassifierFitness import RandomForestClassifierFitness 
import RbfFitness 
import LinearSVCFitness 
import SVCFitness 
from models.ml import Layer 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
import os 
import datetime 
from sklearn.svm import LinearSVC 
 
 
def get_model_fitness_constructors(): 
    svc_index = -1 
    nu_svc_index = -1 
    linear_svc_index = -2 
    random_forest_index = -3 
    ada_boost_index = -1 
    gradient_boosting_index = -4 
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    neural_networks_index = -1 
    knn_index = -1 
    rbf_index = -1 
    kfv_index = 0 
    model_fitness_constructors = {neural_networks_index: MlpFitness.MlpFitness, 
                                  knn_index: KnnFitness.KnnFitness, 
                                  linear_svc_index: LinearSVCFitness.LinearSVCFitness, 
                                  kfv_index: KfvFitness.KfvFitness, 
                                  rbf_index: RbfFitness.RbfFitness, 
                                  random_forest_index: RandomForestClassifierFitness, 
                                  ada_boost_index: AdaBoostClassifierFitness, 
                                  gradient_boosting_index: GradientBoostingClassifierFitness, 
                                  nu_svc_index: NuSVCFitness, 
                                  svc_index: SVCFitness.SVCFitness, 
    } 
    return model_fitness_constructors 
 
 
def get_original_model_accuracy(data_set): 
    svc = LinearSVC() 
    data_manager = DataManager(data_set) 
    svc.fit(data_manager.train_in, data_manager.train_out) 
    prediction = svc.predict(data_manager.test_in) 
    linear_svm_result = np.mean(data_manager.test_out.ravel() != prediction.ravel()) 
    return linear_svm_result 
 
 
def run_experiment_for_path(directory, experiment_name, extension, difficulty, imprint_count, 
                            save_path_root, start_machine_learning_index, plot_index): 
    population_count = 25 
    generations = 250 
    plt.figure(plot_index) 
    fig = plt.gcf() 
    fig.set_size_inches(18.5, 10.5) 
    load_directory = directory 
    load_file_path = load_directory + experiment_name + extension 
 
    print("load_file_path", load_file_path) 
 
    data_set = np.genfromtxt(load_file_path, delimiter=',') 
    num_features = data_set.shape[1] 
    num_rows = data_set.shape[0] 
 
    model_fitness_constructors = get_model_fitness_constructors() 
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    experiment_name_split = experiment_name.split('_') 
    experiment_name = experiment_name_split[0] + " " + experiment_name_split[1] + "_" + "dif_" + str( 
        difficulty) + "_imp_" + str(imprint_count) + "_gen_" + str(generations) + "_pop_" + str( 
        population_count) 
    save_file_path = save_path_root + "/" + experiment_name + "/" 
    if not os.path.exists(save_file_path): 
        os.makedirs(save_file_path) 
    for ml_index in range(start_machine_learning_index, 5): 
        machine_learning_constructor_index = ml_index 
        include_feature_elimination = False 
        process_number = 0 
        generation_manager = GenerationsManager(process_number, experiment_name) 
        model_fitness_manager = model_fitness_constructors[machine_learning_constructor_index] 
        model_fitness_calculator = model_fitness_manager(include_feature_elimination) 
        genome_feature_count = np.sum(model_fitness_calculator.genome_lengths) 
        if include_feature_elimination: 
            genome_feature_count += num_features - 1 
        evolutionary_algorithm_results = generation_manager.run_evolutionary_algorithm( 
            model_fitness_calculator.model, 
            data_set, population_count, 
            genome_feature_count, 
            generations, 
            model_fitness_calculator) 
        elites = evolutionary_algorithm_results.elites 
        meta_datum = evolutionary_algorithm_results.elite_meta_datum 
 
        label_name = str(model_fitness_calculator) + " " + str(min(elites)) 
        print( 
            "Starting Experiment", experiment_name, "Feature Count", num_features, "Row Count", 
num_rows, "Model", 
            label_name) 
        plt.plot(elites, label=label_name) 
 
        file_name = save_file_path + experiment_name + "_" + label_name 
        elites_file_name = file_name + '.csv' 
        np.savetxt(elites_file_name, elites, delimiter=',') 
        meta_data_file_name = file_name + '_meta_datum.csv' 
        np.savetxt(meta_data_file_name, meta_datum, delimiter=',', fmt="%s") 
 
    linear_svm_result = get_original_model_accuracy(data_set) 
    plt.plot([], label="Default LinearSVC " + str(linear_svm_result), color='red', linewidth=2) 
    plt.axhline(linear_svm_result, color='red', linewidth=2) 
    plt.grid(True) 
    plt.legend() 
    plt.xlabel('Generation', fontsize=15) 
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    plt.ylabel('Fitness', fontsize=15) 
    plt.title(experiment_name, fontsize=20) 
    #plt.show() 
    plt.savefig(save_file_path + experiment_name + ".png") 
 
#base_directory = "C:/ThesisDataSets/" 
#base_file = "iris.txt" 
 
#base_directory = 
"d:/Users/Shimigami/Documents/Projects/School/School/CompSci573/PycharmHomework/NCAA/Simpl
eStats/" 
#base_file = "NcaaData7.csv" 
 
def run_experiment(): 
    start_machine_learning_index = 0 
    start_imprint_count_index = 0 
    start_difficulty = 0 
    root_directory = "D:/Users/Shimigami/Documents/ThesisDataSets/" 
    experiment_directories = [#"New Airplane vs Car 450 Samples" , 
                              "New Fave1 vs Face2 450 Samples"] 
                              #,"OriginalExperiment Cars vs Planes", "OriginalExperiment Face1 vs Face2"] # Finish 
4075 and KNN 
    imprint_types = ["Random"] 
    imprint_counts = [4075, 1000, 100, 10] 
    save_path_root = "C:/ThesisResults/" + "Experiment Run 3" #+ datetime.datetime.now().strftime('%Y-
%m-%d_%H-%M-%S') 
    plot_index = 0 
 
    for imprint_index in range(start_imprint_count_index, 1): 
        for experiment_directory in experiment_directories: 
            for imprint_type in imprint_types: 
                difficulty__reverse = range(start_difficulty, 7) 
                difficulty__reverse.reverse() 
                for difficulty in difficulty__reverse: 
                    imprint_count = imprint_counts[imprint_index] 
                    extension = ".csv" 
                    experiment_name = imprint_type + "_" + experiment_directory + "_d" + str(difficulty) + "_p" 
+ str( 
                        imprint_count) 
                    directory = root_directory + experiment_directory + "/" + imprint_type + "/" 
                    data_set_file_path = directory + experiment_name + extension 
                    if os.path.exists(data_set_file_path): 
                        print("Running Experiment for: " + experiment_name) 
                        run_experiment_for_path(directory, experiment_name, extension, difficulty, 
imprint_count, 
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                                                save_path_root, start_machine_learning_index, plot_index) 
                        plot_index += 1 
                        start_machine_learning_index = 0 
                        start_imprint_count_index = 0 
                        start_difficulty = 0 
                    else: 
                        print("Experiment does not exist: " + experiment_name) 
 
 
if __name__ == '__main__': 
    run_experiment() 
 
 
#ScratchPad_Charts.py 
import os 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
import numpy as np 
from sklearn.svm import LinearSVC 
from DataManager import DataManager 
 
 
def get_original_model_accuracy(data_set): 
    svc = LinearSVC() 
    data_manager = DataManager(data_set) 
    svc.fit(data_manager.train_in, data_manager.train_out) 
    prediction = svc.predict(data_manager.test_in) 
    linear_svm_result = np.mean(data_manager.test_out.ravel() != prediction.ravel()) 
    return linear_svm_result 
 
start_machine_learning_index = 0 
root_directory = "D:/Users/Shimigami/Documents/ThesisDataSets/" 
experiment_directories = ["New Airplane vs Car 450 Samples", "New Fave1 vs Face2 450 Samples", 
                          "OriginalExperiment Cars vs Planes", "OriginalExperiment Face1 vs Face2"] 
imprint_types = ["Imprinted", "Random"] 
imprint_counts = [1, 10, 100, 1000, 4075] 
save_path_root = "C:/ThesisResults/" + "Experiment Run 1" #+ datetime.datetime.now().strftime('%Y-
%m-%d_%H-%M-%S') 
population_count = 25 
generations = 250 
experiment_directory = experiment_directories[1] 
imprint_type = imprint_types[0] 
difficulty = range(0, 7)[3] 
imprint_count = imprint_counts[4] 
#C:\ThesisResults\Experiment Run 1\Imprinted New Airplane vs Car 450 
Samples_dif_0_imp_4075_gen_250_pop_25 
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save_file_path = save_path_root + "/" + imprint_type + " " + experiment_directory + "_dif_" + 
str(difficulty) + "_imp_" + str(imprint_count) + "_gen_" + str(generations) + "_pop_" + 
str(population_count) +"/" 
if os.path.exists(save_file_path): 
    print(save_file_path) 
    files_in_directory = os.listdir(save_file_path) 
    for file_path in files_in_directory: 
        if file_path.startswith(imprint_type) and not file_path.endswith("meta_datum.csv") and 
file_path.endswith(".csv"): 
            load_path = save_file_path + file_path 
            print("load_path", load_path) 
            row_data = np.genfromtxt(load_path, delimiter=',') 
 
            name_with_extension = file_path.split('_')[9] 
            print("name_with_extension", name_with_extension) 
            name_fitness_extension = name_with_extension.split('.') 
            plt.plot(row_data, label=name_fitness_extension[0] + '.'+  name_fitness_extension[1]) 
    file_path_split_underscore = files_in_directory[0].split('_') 
    name = file_path_split_underscore[1] 
    difficulty = file_path_split_underscore[2].replace('d','') 
    imprints_population_generations = file_path_split_underscore[3] 
    experiment_name = imprint_type + " " + experiment_directory + "\nDifficulty " + difficulty + ", 
Imprints " + str(imprint_count) 
 
    extension = ".csv" 
    directory = root_directory + experiment_directory + "/" + imprint_type + "/" 
    experiment_name_with_imprints = imprint_type + "_" + experiment_directory + "_d" + str(difficulty) 
+ "_p" + str(imprint_count) 
    load_file_path = directory + experiment_name_with_imprints + extension 
    print("load_file_path", load_file_path) 
 
    data_set = np.genfromtxt(load_file_path, delimiter=',') 
    linear_svm_result = get_original_model_accuracy(data_set) 
    plt.plot([], label="Default LinearSVC " + str(linear_svm_result), color='red', linewidth=2) 
    plt.axhline(linear_svm_result, color='red', linewidth=2) 
    plt.grid(True) 
    plt.legend() 
    plt.xlabel('Generation', fontsize=15) 
    plt.ylabel('Fitness', fontsize=15) 
    plt.title(experiment_name.replace("Fave1","Face1"), fontsize=20) 
    plt.show() 
else: 
    print("Path Does Not Exist" + save_file_path) 
print("########") 
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#PopulationManager.py 
 
import numpy as np 
 
#Manages the generation of new populations 
class PopulationManager(object): 
 
    def __init__(self,population_count,feature_count): 
        pass 
 
    #Generates a new population 
    @staticmethod 
    def generate_new_population(population_count,feature_count): 
        np.random.seed(None) 
        population = np.random.random((population_count,feature_count)) 
        for population_index in range(population_count): 
            valid_row = PopulationManager.get_valid_row(feature_count) 
            for feature_index in range(feature_count): 
                population[population_index][feature_index] = valid_row[feature_index] 
        return population 
 
    #Gets a valid row for the population 
    @staticmethod 
    def get_valid_row(feature_count, epsilon=0.015): 
        sum_of_selected_features = 0 
        valid_row = [] 
        while sum_of_selected_features < 3: 
           valid_row = np.zeros(feature_count) 
           for featureIndex in range(feature_count): 
              value_probability = np.random.uniform(0,1) 
              if value_probability < epsilon: 
                 valid_row[featureIndex] = 1 
              else: 
                 valid_row[featureIndex] = 0 
           sum_of_selected_features = valid_row.sum() 
        return valid_row 
 
 
 
#ModelValidator.py 
from contextlib import closing 
import multiprocessing 
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import multiprocessing.pool 
import math 
 
import numpy as np 
 
from FitnessAndMetaData import FitnessAndMetaData 
from ModelStatCalculator import * 
from FitnessResult import * 
from FitnessResult import FitnessResult 
import ModelStatCalculator 
 
 
 
 
class NoDaemonProcess(multiprocessing.Process): 
    # make 'daemon' attribute always return False 
    def _get_daemon(self): 
        return False 
 
    def _set_daemon(self, value): 
        pass 
 
    daemon = property(_get_daemon, _set_daemon) 
 
# We sub-class multiprocessing.pool.Pool instead of multiprocessing.Pool 
# because the latter is only a wrapper function, not a proper class. 
class MyPool(multiprocessing.pool.Pool): 
    Process = NoDaemonProcess 
 
 
def sub_thread_calc_fitness(params): 
    #with warnings.catch_warnings(record=True) as w: 
    model_fitness_calculator = params[0] 
    population = params[2] 
    population_index = params[1] 
    data_manager = params[3] 
    fitness = model_fitness_calculator.calculate_fitness(population[population_index], data_manager) 
     #   if len(w) > 0: 
     #       return FitnessAndMetaData(1000, "Runtime Warning In Model") 
    print(fitness.fitness_meta_data) 
    return fitness 
 
 
def thread_calc_fitness(params): 
    timeout = 3 
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    with closing(multiprocessing.Pool(processes=1)) as pool: 
        async_job = pool.apply_async(sub_thread_calc_fitness, [params]) 
        try: 
            result = async_job.get(timeout=timeout) 
            pool.terminate() 
            return result 
        except multiprocessing.TimeoutError: 
            pool.terminate() 
            return FitnessAndMetaData(1000, "Thread Timed Out After " + str(timeout)) 
 
 
#Manages fitness calculations and validations of the models 
class ModelValidator(object): 
    def __init__(self): 
        pass 
 
    #Original fitness function from the first homework 
    @staticmethod 
    def original_fitness_function(train_in, train_out, train_predict_cross_validation, train_predict, 
valid_in, 
                                  valid_out, valid_predict): 
 
        y = append(train_out, valid_out) 
        y_hat = append(train_predict_cross_validation, valid_predict) 
        p = sum(valid_in.shape[1])  # Number of selected parameters 
        n = len(y)  # Sample size 
        numerator = ((y_hat - y) ** 2).sum() / n  # Mean square error 
        c = 2.0 
        pcn = p * (c / n) 
        if pcn >= 1: 
            return 1000 
        denominator = (1 - pcn) ** 2 
        fitness = numerator / denominator 
        return fitness 
 
    #alternate fitness function to ensure a balance between train and validation sets 
    @staticmethod 
    def alternate_fitness_function(train_in, train_out, train_predict, valid_in, valid_out, valid_predict): 
 
        num_features = sum(valid_in.shape[1]) 
        num_valid_sample = len(valid_in) 
        num_train_sample = len(train_in) 
        train_r2 = ModelStatCalculator.r2(train_out, train_predict) 
        valid_r2 = ModelStatCalculator.r2(valid_out, valid_predict) 
        valid_r2_pred = ModelStatCalculator.r2_prediction(train_out, valid_out, valid_predict) 
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        if train_r2 < 0:  #Eliminate trains where the mean fits better than the predicition 
            return 1000 
        if valid_r2_pred < 0:  #Eliminate Valids where the mean fits better than the prediction 
            return 1000 
        if train_r2 - 0.2 > valid_r2_pred: 
            return 1000 
        train_sos = ((train_out - train_predict) ** 2).sum() 
        train_predict_mse = train_sos / num_valid_sample 
        valid_sos = ((valid_out - valid_predict) ** 2).sum() 
        valid_predict_mse = valid_sos / num_train_sample 
        #fitness =  train_sos * valid_sos 
        fitness = math.fabs(1 - math.fabs(valid_sos - train_sos) + math.fabs(train_predict_mse - 
valid_predict_mse)) 
        #fitness = math.fabs(0.39 - train_r2) + math.fabs(0.19 - valid_r2) 
 
 
        if fitness < 1: 
            return 1000 
        return fitness 
 
    #Fitness function from the IEEE paper 
    @staticmethod 
    def paper_fitness_function(train_in, train_out, train_predict, valid_in, valid_out, valid_predict): 
        feature_count = sum(valid_in.shape[1])  # Number of selected parameters 
        num_valid_sample = len(valid_in)  # Sample size 
        num_train_sample = len(train_in)  # Sample size 
 
        n = feature_count 
        mt = num_train_sample 
        mv = num_valid_sample 
        parsimonious_penalty = 0.1  #3.3 
 
        train_sos = ((train_out - train_predict) ** 2).sum() 
        train_predict_mse = train_sos / num_valid_sample 
        valid_sos = ((valid_out - valid_predict) ** 2).sum() 
        valid_predict_mse = valid_sos / num_train_sample 
 
        rmset = math.sqrt(train_predict_mse) 
        rmsev = math.sqrt(valid_predict_mse) 
 
        numerator = (mt - n - 1) * rmset ** 2 + mv * rmsev ** 2 
        denominator = (mt - (parsimonious_penalty * n) - 1 + mv) 
 
        numerator_denominator = math.fabs(numerator / denominator) 
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        #if numerator_denominator < 0: 
        #    return 1000 
 
        fitness = math.sqrt(numerator_denominator) 
        return fitness 
 
    #Calls the appropriate fitness function 
    @staticmethod 
    def calculate_fitness(train_in, train_out, train_predict_cross_validation, train_predict, valid_in, 
valid_out, 
                          valid_predict): 
        return ModelValidator.original_fitness_function(train_in, train_out, train_predict_cross_validation, 
                                                        train_predict, valid_in, valid_out, valid_predict) 
        #return ModelValidator.alternate_fitness_function(train_in, train_out, train_predict,valid_in, 
valid_out, valid_predict) 
        #return ModelValidator.paper_fitness_function(train_in, train_out, train_predict,valid_in, 
valid_out, valid_predict) 
 
    #a fitness function that uses a test set as a limiter 
    @staticmethod 
    def bad_test_fitness(train_in, train_out, train_predict_cross_validation, train_predict, valid_in, 
valid_out, 
                         valid_predict, test_in, test_out, test_predict): 
        num_features = sum(valid_in.shape[1]) 
        num_valid_sample = len(valid_in) 
        num_test_sample = len(test_in) 
        num_train_sample = len(train_in) 
        train_r2 = ModelStatCalculator.r2(train_out, train_predict) 
        valid_r2 = ModelStatCalculator.r2(valid_out, valid_predict) 
        test_r2 = ModelStatCalculator.r2(test_out, test_predict) 
 
        if train_r2 < 0 and valid_r2 < 0 and test_r2 < 0.5: 
            return 1000 
 
        train_sos = ((train_out - train_predict) ** 2).sum() 
        train_predict_mse = train_sos / num_valid_sample 
        valid_sos = ((valid_out - valid_predict) ** 2).sum() 
        valid_predict_mse = valid_sos / num_train_sample 
        test_sos = ((test_out - test_predict) ** 2).sum() 
        test_predict_mse = test_sos / num_test_sample 
 
        fitness = train_predict_mse + valid_predict_mse 
 
        if test_r2 < 0:  #Test predict fits better than mean 
            return fitness * 900 
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        if test_r2 < 0.5:  #Test Predict is predictive 
            return fitness * 600 
        if train_r2 < 0:  #Train predict fits better than the mean 
            return fitness * 300 
        if valid_r2 < 0:  #Valid predict fits better than the mean 
            return fitness * 200 
        if train_r2 < 0.5:  #Train predict is predictive 
            return fitness * 150 
        if valid_r2 < 0.5:  #Valid predict is predictive 
            return fitness * 100 
 
        return fitness 
 
 
    #Cross validation prediction to prove the relationship in the training set 
    @staticmethod 
    def cv_predict(train_in, train_out, model_create_method): 
        """Predict using cross validation.""" 
        yhat = empty_like(train_out) 
        for idx in range(0, yhat.shape[0]): 
            model = model_create_method() 
            train_x = delete(train_in, idx, axis=0) 
            train_y = delete(train_out, idx, axis=0) 
            model.fit(train_x, train_y, None, None) 
            yhat[idx] = model.predict(array([(train_in[idx])])) 
        return yhat 
 
    #gets the fitness for a population 
    @staticmethod 
    def get_fitness_for_population(data_manager, model_create_function, population, 
model_fitness_calculator): 
        population_count = population.shape[0] 
        fitness = np.zeros(population_count) 
        meta_datum = [] 
        r2_train = np.zeros(population_count) 
        r2_valid = np.zeros(population_count) 
        r2_test = np.zeros(population_count) 
        q2_loo = np.zeros(population_count) 
        mean_square_error = np.zeros(population_count) 
        selected_columns = np.zeros(population_count, '|S512') 
        model_descriptions = np.zeros(population_count, '|S512') 
        start = datetime.datetime.now() 
        print(start.strftime("%H:%M:%S"), "calculate fitness") 
 
        num_cpu = multiprocessing.cpu_count() 
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        #if num_cpu > 1: 
        #    num_cpu -= 1 
        if hasattr(model_fitness_calculator, "cpu_divide"): 
            if model_fitness_calculator.cpu_divide > 0: 
                num_cpu = np.int(math.ceil(num_cpu / model_fitness_calculator.cpu_divide)) 
        with closing(MyPool(processes=num_cpu)) as pool: 
 
            params = [] 
            for index in range(0, population_count): 
                params.append([model_fitness_calculator, index, population, data_manager]) 
            success = False 
            while not success: 
                try: 
                    fitness_and_meta_datum = pool.map(thread_calc_fitness, params) 
                    success = True 
                except: 
                    pass 
 
        for population_index in range(0, population_count): 
            fitness_and_meta_data = fitness_and_meta_datum[population_index] 
            fitness[population_index] = fitness_and_meta_data.get_fitness_value() 
            meta_datum.append(fitness_and_meta_data.fitness_meta_data) 
        end = datetime.datetime.now() 
        final_time = end - start 
        print("Calculate Fitness Duration", final_time.total_seconds()) 
        return FitnessResult(fitness, population, r2_train, r2_valid, r2_test, mean_square_error, 
selected_columns, 
                             model_descriptions, q2_loo, meta_datum) 
 
        #Masking helper function 
 
 
def select_ones_columns(population): 
    feature_count = population.shape[0] 
    result = np.zeros(feature_count) 
    for j in range(feature_count): 
        result[j] = population[j] 
 
    result = result.nonzero()[0] 
    result = result.tolist() 
    return result 
 
#ModelStatCalculator.py 
 
from numpy import * 
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#Manages statistical calculations r2_pred was renamed to r2_prediction 
class ModelStatCalculator(object): 
 
    #Calculate R2 
    @staticmethod 
    def r2(y, yHat): 
        """Coefficient of determination""" 
        numer = ((y - yHat)**2).sum()       # Residual Sum of Squares 
        denom = ((y - y.mean())**2).sum() 
        r2 = 1 - numer/denom 
        return r2 
 
    #Calculate R2 for non training set 
    @staticmethod 
    def r2_prediction(train_out, test_out, test_prediction): 
        numerator = ((test_prediction - test_out)**2).sum() 
        denominator = ((test_out - train_out.mean())**2).sum() 
        result = 1 - numerator/denominator 
        return result 
 
    #Calculate mean square error 
    @staticmethod 
    def mean_square_error(predictions, actual_values): 
        mse = ((predictions - actual_values) ** 2).mean() 
        return mse 
 
#GenomeReader.py 
import BinaryUtility 
 
class GenomeReader(object): 
    def __init__(self, individual_in_population, genome_lengths): 
        self.individual_in_population = individual_in_population 
        self.genome_index = 0 
        self.genome_lengths = genome_lengths 
        self.genome_lengths_index = 0 
 
    def read_int_value(self): 
        return BinaryUtility.convert_bin_to_int(self.read_binary_value()) 
 
    def read_binary_value(self): 
        if self.genome_lengths_index < self.genome_lengths.__len__(): 
            binary_length = self.genome_lengths[self.genome_lengths_index] 
        else: 
            binary_length = self.individual_in_population.__len__() - self.genome_index 
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        return_value = self.individual_in_population[self.genome_index: self.genome_index + 
binary_length] 
        self.genome_index += binary_length 
        self.genome_lengths_index += 1 
 
        return return_value 
 
 
#GenerationsManager.py 
 
import datetime 
from DataManager import DataManager 
from DifferentialEvolutionBinaryParticleSwarmOptimization import 
DifferentialEvolutionBinaryParticleSwarmOptimization 
from EvolutionaryAlgorithmDataRecorder import EvolutionaryAlgorithmDataRecorder 
import ModelValidator 
 
 
class EvolutionaryAlgorithmResults(object): 
    def __init__(self, elites, elite_meta_datum): 
        self.elite_meta_datum = elite_meta_datum 
        self.elites = elites 
 
 
#abstraction on the generations concept to make including new evolutionary algorithms easy 
class GenerationsManager(object): 
    def __init__(self, process_number, experiment_name): 
        self.process_number = process_number 
        self.experiment_name = experiment_name 
 
    #Runs a generic Fitness based evolutionary algorithm 
    def run_evolutionary_algorithm(self, model_constructor, data_set, population_count, 
genome_feature_count, generations, model_fitness_calculator): 
 
        elites = [] 
        elite_meta_datum = ["First Generation"] 
        data_manager = DataManager(data_set) 
        feature_count = data_manager.train_in.shape[1] 
        print("Thread", str(self.process_number), "Features: " + str(genome_feature_count), "Population 
Count: " + str(population_count), "Data Set:", data_set) 
        recorder = EvolutionaryAlgorithmDataRecorder("Fitness,R2 Train, R2 Valid, R2 Test,Q2 
LOO,Descriptors,Selected Columns,Model Settings") 
        min_fitness = 1000 
        elite = [] 
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        fitness = [] 
        original_population = [] 
        fitness_result = [] 
        de_bpso = [] 
        while min_fitness >= 1000: 
            de_bpso = DifferentialEvolutionBinaryParticleSwarmOptimization(shape=(population_count, 
genome_feature_count), generations=generations) 
            original_population = de_bpso.get_initial_population() 
            fitness_result = ModelValidator.ModelValidator.get_fitness_for_population(data_manager, 
model_constructor, original_population, model_fitness_calculator) 
            de_bpso.set_initial_fitness(fitness_result) 
            fitness = fitness_result.get_fitness() 
            elite = fitness_result.get_elite() 
            min_fitness = fitness.min() 
            record = fitness_result.track_elite_results(self.process_number) 
            recorder.add_data(record) 
        elites.append(fitness_result.get_elite_fitness()) 
        elite_meta_datum.append(fitness_result.get_elite_meta_data()) 
        print("Thread", str(self.process_number), "Min Fitness During First Round", min_fitness) 
        iteration_count = 0 
 
        fitness_result.print_all_results(self.process_number) 
        while iteration_count < generations: 
 
            new_population = de_bpso.get_new_population(fitness_result) 
 
            fitness_result = ModelValidator.ModelValidator.get_fitness_for_population(data_manager, 
model_constructor, new_population, model_fitness_calculator) 
            fitness = fitness_result.get_fitness() 
            elite = fitness_result.get_elite() 
            if fitness_result.get_elite_fitness() < min(elites): 
                elites.append(fitness_result.get_elite_fitness()) 
                elite_meta_datum.append(fitness_result.get_elite_meta_data()) 
            else: 
                elites.append(min(elites)) 
            iteration_count += 1 
            new_min = fitness.min() 
 
            fitness_result.print_all_results(self.process_number) 
            if new_min < min_fitness: 
                min_fitness = new_min 
                iteration_count = 0 
                print("") 
                print(datetime.datetime.now().strftime("%H:%M:%S"), "#### New Elite Selected ###") 
                record = fitness_result.track_elite_results(self.process_number) 
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                print("") 
                recorder.add_data(record) 
            print(datetime.datetime.now().strftime("%H:%M:%S"), "Iteration:", iteration_count) 
 
        print(datetime.datetime.now().strftime("%H:%M:%S"), "Final Values") 
        fitness_result.track_elite_results(self.process_number) 
        now = datetime.datetime.now() 
        if fitness_result.get_elite_fitness() < min(elites): 
            elites.append(fitness_result.get_elite_fitness()) 
            elite_meta_datum.append(fitness_result.get_elite_meta_data()) 
        else: 
            elites.append(min(elites)) 
 
        return EvolutionaryAlgorithmResults(elites, elite_meta_datum) 
 
        # recorder.write_data_to_file(            str(now.month) + "_" + str(now.day) + "_" + str(now.hour) + 
"_" + str(now.minute) + "_fit_" + str(                "{0:.4f}".format(min_fitness)) + "_" + data_set + ".csv") 
 
 
 
#FitnessResult.py 
import datetime 
 
import numpy as np 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
#Manages tracking elites and organizing the data for file output rows 
class FitnessResult(object): 
    def __init__(self, fitness, population,r2_train,r2_valid, r2_test,mean_square_error, 
selected_columns,model_descriptions,q2_loo, meta_datum): 
        self.fitness = fitness 
        self.population = population 
        self.r2_train = r2_train 
        self.r2_valid = r2_valid 
        self.r2_test = r2_test 
        self.selected_columns = selected_columns 
        self.model_descriptions = model_descriptions 
        self.mean_square_error = mean_square_error 
        self.q2_loo = q2_loo 
        self.meta_datum = meta_datum 
 
    def get_elite_meta_data(self): 
        elite_index = self.get_elite_index() 
        if len(self.meta_datum) <= elite_index: 
            print("No Meta Data") 
            return None 
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        return self.meta_datum[elite_index] 
 
    #Gets the fitness of the population 
    def get_fitness(self): 
        return self.fitness 
 
    #gets the population 
    def get_population(self): 
        return self.population 
 
    #gets the r2 for the test set 
    def get_r2_test(self): 
        return self.r2_test 
 
    #gets the index of the elite for this population 
    def get_elite_index(self): 
        return np.argmin(self.fitness, 0) 
 
    #gets the elite of the population 
    def get_elite(self): 
        min_index = self.get_elite_index() 
        return self.population[min_index] 
 
    #gets the fitness for the elite 
    def get_elite_fitness(self): 
        min_index = self.get_elite_index() 
        return self.fitness[min_index] 
 
    #prints details about any result meeting a test set threshold in order to see the impact of the fitness 
    def print_all_results(self,process_number): 
        for index in range(self.fitness.shape[0]): 
            if self.r2_test[index] > 0.8: 
                print("") 
                print(datetime.datetime.now().strftime("%H:%M:%S"),"fitness:", self.fitness[index], "r2 train:", 
self.r2_train[index],"r2 valid:", self.r2_valid[index],"r2 test:", self.r2_test[index],"test mse:", 
self.mean_square_error[index],"q2:",self.q2_loo[index], "Descriptors:", self.population[index].sum(), 
"Selected Columns:", self.selected_columns[index],"Model Settings", self.model_descriptions[index]) 
                print("") 
 
    #returns the row to be saved to a file for the elite 
    #Fitness,R2 Train, R2 Valid, R2 Test,Descriptors,Selected Columns,Model Settings 
    def track_elite_results(self,process_number): 
        elite_index = self.get_elite_index() 
        print(datetime.datetime.now().strftime("%H:%M:%S"), "fitness:", self.fitness[elite_index], "r2 
train:", self.r2_train[elite_index],"r2 valid:", self.r2_valid[elite_index],"r2 test:", 
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self.r2_test[elite_index],"test mse:", self.mean_square_error[elite_index],"q2:",self.q2_loo[elite_index], 
"Descriptors:", self.population[elite_index].sum(), "Selected Columns:", 
self.selected_columns[elite_index],"Model Settings", self.model_descriptions[elite_index]) 
        return [str(self.fitness[elite_index]),str(self.r2_train[elite_index]), 
str(self.r2_valid[elite_index]),str(self.r2_test[elite_index]),self.q2_loo[elite_index],str(self.population[eli
te_index].sum()),self.selected_columns[elite_index],self.model_descriptions[elite_index]] 
 
 
 
#EvolutionaryAlgorithmDataRecorder.py 
 
import numpy as np 
#Manages the recording of results and writing to file 
class EvolutionaryAlgorithmDataRecorder(object): 
 
    #constructor can receive a header to tack on 
    def __init__(self, headers): 
 
        self.headers = headers 
        self.data = [] 
 
    #adds data to the file 
    def add_data(self,input ): 
        #input = [feature_count, fitness, r2, q2, r2_pred_valid, r2_pred_test, see_train, sdep_valid, 
sdep_test] 
        if self.data == []: 
            self.data = [input] 
        else: 
            self.data = np.vstack((self.data,[input])) 
 
    #writes the file to the location with the results recorded 
    def write_data_to_file(self,file_name): 
        np.savetxt(file_name, self.data, delimiter=",", header=self.headers,comments='', fmt="%s") 
 
#Small test for this file 
#data_recorder = GeneticAlgorithmDataRecorder("test.csv", "hello") 
#data_recorder.add_data([1243]) 
#data_recorder.add_data(['43f56']) 
#data_recorder.add_data(['67x8']) 
#data_recorder.write_data_to_file() 
 
#DifferentialEvolutionBinaryParticleSwarmOptimization.py 
 
import random 
import numpy as np 
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#Class for Differential Evolution Binary Partial Swarm Optimization 
class DifferentialEvolutionBinaryParticleSwarmOptimization(object): 
    def __init__(self, shape, generations): 
        #remove seed for DEBPSO then set it for training model 
        np.random.seed(None) 
        self.velocity_matrix = np.random.random(shape) 
        self.generations = generations 
        self.alpha_decay = (0.5 - 0.33) / self.generations 
        self.alpha = 0.5 
        self.velocity_lambda = 0.3 
        self.original_population = [] 
        self.fitness_result = [] 
        self.global_best_row = [] 
        self.global_best_fitness = [] 
        self.local_best_matrix = [] 
 
    #Sorts by fitness (similar to the KNN class) 
    @staticmethod 
    def sort_by_fitness(arr): 
        index = arr.shape[1] - 1 
        return arr[arr[:, index].argsort()] 
 
    #attach fitness to population in order to find local best 
    @staticmethod 
    def concatenate_population_and_fitness(fitness_result): 
        return np.concatenate((fitness_result.get_population(), np.array([fitness_result.get_fitness()]).T), 
axis=1) 
 
    #Update the velocity Matrix 
    def update_velocity_matrix(self, c1, c2, current_population, inertial_weight): 
        CR = 0.3 
        F = 0.3 
 
        for row in range(self.velocity_matrix.shape[0]): 
            for column in range(self.velocity_matrix.shape[1]): 
                random_random = random.random() 
                if random_random < CR: 
                    random_choice = np.random.choice(self.velocity_matrix.shape[0], 3) 
                    differential_evolution_rows = self.velocity_matrix[random_choice, :] 
                    v1 = differential_evolution_rows[0] 
                    v2 = differential_evolution_rows[1] 
                    v3 = differential_evolution_rows[2] 
                    self.velocity_matrix[row, column] = v3[column] + F * (v2[column] - v1[column]) 
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    #Set the global Elite 
    def set_global_elite(self, current_fitness_result): 
        if self.global_best_fitness > current_fitness_result.get_elite_fitness(): 
            self.global_best_row = current_fitness_result.get_elite() 
            self.global_best_fitness = current_fitness_result.get_elite_fitness() 
 
    #creates the initial population based on the velocity matrix 
    def get_initial_population(self): 
        self.original_population = np.where(self.velocity_matrix < self.velocity_lambda, 1, 0) 
        return self.original_population 
 
    #calculates the initial global and local bests 
    def set_initial_fitness(self, fitness_result): 
        self.original_population = fitness_result.get_population() 
        self.fitness_result = fitness_result 
        self.global_best_row = fitness_result.get_elite() 
        self.global_best_fitness = fitness_result.get_elite_fitness() 
        combined_fitness_and_population = self.concatenate_population_and_fitness(fitness_result) 
        self.local_best_matrix = self.sort_by_fitness(combined_fitness_and_population) 
 
    #Gets a new population for DE BPSO 
    def get_new_population(self, current_fitness_result, c1=2, c2=2, inertial_weight=0.2): 
        current_population = current_fitness_result.get_population() 
 
        current_combined = self.concatenate_population_and_fitness(current_fitness_result) 
        total_combined = np.append(self.local_best_matrix, current_combined, axis=0) 
        sorted_combined = self.sort_by_fitness(total_combined) 
        self.local_best_matrix = sorted_combined[0:current_population.shape[0], ] 
        self.set_global_elite(current_fitness_result) 
        self.update_velocity_matrix(c1, c2, current_population, inertial_weight) 
        beta = 0.004 
 
        new_population = np.zeros_like(self.original_population) 
        for i in range(self.original_population.shape[0]): 
            for j in range(self.original_population.shape[1]): 
                if self.velocity_matrix[i][j] <= 0.5 * (1 + self.alpha): 
                    new_population[i][j] = self.local_best_matrix[i][j] 
                elif 0.5 * (1 + self.alpha) < self.velocity_matrix[i][j] <= (1 - beta): 
                    new_population[i][j] = self.global_best_row[j] 
                elif (1 - beta) < self.velocity_matrix[i][j] <= 1: 
                    new_population[i][j] = 1 - current_population[i, j] 
                else: 
                    new_population[i][j] = current_population[i][j] 
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        self.alpha -= self.alpha_decay 
        return new_population 
 
#DataManager.py 
import random 
 
import numpy as np 
 
#Manages loading and normalization of data 
class DataManager(object): 
    def fix_single_column_arrays(self): 
        if len(self.train_out.shape) == 1: 
            self.train_out = self.train_out.reshape((len(self.train_out), 1)) 
        if len(self.test_out.shape) == 1: 
            self.test_out = self.test_out.reshape((len(self.test_out), 1)) 
 
    def initialize_dataset(self, data_set): 
        train = data_set[0::3] 
        valid = data_set[1::3] 
        test = data_set[2::3] 
        self.data_set = data_set 
        self.train_in = train[:, 0:self.num_features] 
        self.train_out = train[:, self.num_features:] 
        self.valid_in = valid[:, 0:self.num_features] 
        self.valid_out = valid[:, self.num_features:] 
        self.test_in = test[:, 0:self.num_features] 
        self.test_out = test[:, self.num_features:] 
        self.fix_single_column_arrays() 
 
    def __init__(self, data_set): 
 
        self.num_features = data_set.shape[1] - 1 
        self.original_data = data_set 
        self.initialize_dataset(data_set) 
 
    def shuffle_and_initialize(self): 
        new_data = self.original_data.copy() 
        np.random.seed() 
        np.random.shuffle(new_data) 
        np.random.seed(None) 
        self.initialize_dataset(new_data) 
 
    # def normalize_data(self): 
    #     self.train_in_variance = self.train_in.var(axis=0, ddof=1) 
    #     self.train_in_mean = self.train_in.mean(axis=0) 
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    #     root_variance = np.sqrt(self.train_in_variance) 
    #     for i in range(0, self.train_in.shape[0]): 
    #         self.train_in[i, :] = ( self.train_in[i, :] - self.train_in_mean) / root_variance 
    #     for i in range(0, self.validate_in.shape[0]): 
    #         self.validate_in[i, :] = ( self.validate_in[i, :] - self.train_in_mean) / root_variance 
    #     for i in range(0, self.test_in.shape[0]): 
    #         self.test_in[i, :] = ( self.test_in[i, :] - self.train_in_mean) / root_variance 
    # 
    # @staticmethod 
    # def normalize_column(input_data, column): 
    #     #normalize specified column 
    #     input_data[:, column:column + 1] = input_data[:, column:column + 1] - input_data[:, 
column:column + 1].mean( 
    #         axis=0) 
    #     input_data[:, column:column + 1] = input_data[:, column:column + 1] / input_data[:, 
column:column + 1].var( 
    #         axis=0) 
    #     return input_data 
 
 
#Charts_ExtractBestModelsForDifficultyAndImprint.py 
import numpy as np 
from sklearn.ensemble import RandomForestClassifier, GradientBoostingClassifier 
from AdaBoostClassifierFitness import AdaBoostClassifierFitness 
from DataManager import DataManager 
 
from GenerationsManager import GenerationsManager 
from GradientBoostingClassifierFitness import GradientBoostingClassifierFitness 
from KFrequentValues import KFrequentValues 
import KfvFitness 
import KnnFitness 
import MlpFitness 
from MlpWrapper import MlpWrapper 
from NuSVCFitness import NuSVCFitness 
from RandomForestClassifierFitness import RandomForestClassifierFitness 
import RbfFitness 
import LinearSVCFitness 
import SVCFitness 
from models.ml import Layer 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
import os 
import datetime 
from sklearn.svm import LinearSVC, NuSVC 
from sklearn.metrics import roc_auc_score 
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experiment_directories = ["New Airplane vs Car 450 Samples", "New Fave1 vs Face2 450 Samples", 
                          "OriginalExperiment Cars vs Planes", "OriginalExperiment Face1 vs Face2"] 
imprint_types = ["Imprinted", "Random"] 
imprint_counts = [1,10,100,1000,4075] 
save_path_root = "D:/Users/Shimigami/Documents/ThesisDataSets/" 
results_path_root = "C:/ThesisResults/" + "Experiment Run 1/" 
population_count = 25 
generations = 250 
experiment_directory = experiment_directories[1] 
imprint_type = imprint_types[1] 
difficulties = range(0, 7) 
 
 
def get_default_linear_svc_result(data_manager): 
    svc = LinearSVC() 
    svc.fit(data_manager.train_in, data_manager.train_out) 
    prediction = svc.decision_function(data_manager.test_in) 
    linear_svm_result = roc_auc_score(data_manager.test_out.ravel(), prediction.ravel()) 
    return linear_svm_result 
 
 
for imprint_count in imprint_counts: 
    for difficulty in difficulties: 
 
        data_file_path = save_path_root + experiment_directory + "/" + imprint_type + "/" + imprint_type + 
"_" + experiment_directory + "_d" + str( 
            difficulty) + "_p" + str(imprint_count) + ".csv" 
        #print("data_file_path", data_file_path) 
        results_folder_path = results_path_root + imprint_type + " " + experiment_directory 
        results_file_path = results_path_root + imprint_type + " " + experiment_directory + "_dif_" + 
str(difficulty) + "_imp_" + str(imprint_count) + "_gen_" + str(generations) + "_pop_" + 
str(population_count) +"/" 
        if os.path.exists(results_file_path): 
            #print(results_file_path) 
            files_in_directory = os.listdir(results_file_path) 
            best_fitness = 1.0 
            best_file_path = "none" 
            for file_path in files_in_directory: 
                if file_path.startswith(imprint_type) and not file_path.endswith("meta_datum.csv")and not 
file_path.endswith(".png"): 
                    load_path = results_file_path + file_path 
 
                    path_split = load_path.split(" ") 
                    string_fitness = path_split[len(path_split) - 1].replace(".csv", "") 
                    numeric_fitness = float(string_fitness) 
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                    if numeric_fitness <= best_fitness:# and "Linear Support Vector Classifier" in file_path: 
                        best_fitness = numeric_fitness 
                        best_file_path = load_path 
            #print("best_fitness", best_fitness) 
            meta_data_path = best_file_path.replace(".csv", "_meta_datum.csv") 
            #print("best_file_path", meta_data_path) 
 
            with open(meta_data_path, 'rb') as fh: 
                lines = fh.readlines() 
                last_row = lines[-1] 
                #print("Difficulty: " + str(difficulty) + " Impressions: " + str(imprint_count) + ", " + last_row) 
                comma_split_last_row = last_row.split(",") 
                constructor_code = "[" + str(difficulty) + ", " + str(imprint_count) + ", " + 
comma_split_last_row[0].replace(" ", "")\ 
                                       .replace("LinearSupportVectorClassifier", "LinearSVC")\ 
                                       .replace("RandomForest", "RandomForestClassifier")\ 
                                       .replace("NUSupportVectorClassifier", "NuSVC")\ 
                                       .replace("RadialBasisFunctionNetwork", "RadialBasisFunctionWrapper")\ 
                                       .replace("MultiLayerPerceptron", "MlpWrapper") + "(" 
                delimitor = ", " 
                length_of_split_row = len(comma_split_last_row) 
                for i in range(1, length_of_split_row -3): 
                    constructor_code += comma_split_last_row[i] + delimitor 
                    if i == length_of_split_row - 5: 
                        delimitor = "" 
                constructor_code += ")], #" + comma_split_last_row[length_of_split_row - 1].replace("\n\r","") 
 
                print(constructor_code.replace("ovr", "'ovr'").replace("gini", "'gini'") 
                      .replace("entropy", "'entropy'") 
                      .replace("log2", "'log2'") 
                      .replace("rbf", "'rbf'") 
                      .replace("l1", "'l1'") 
                      .replace("l2", "'l2'") 
                      .replace("auto", "'auto'") 
                      .replace("sqrt", "'sqrt'") 
                      .replace("crammer_singer", "'crammer_singer'") 
                      .replace("ignored", "'ignored'") 
                      .replace("ignores", "'ignores'") 
                ) 
 
        #print("results_folder_path",results_folder_path) 
        #C:\ThesisResults\Experiment Run 1\Imprinted New Fave1 vs Face2 450 
Samples_dif_0_imp_1_gen_250_pop_25 
 
        #data_set = np.genfromtxt(data_file_path, delimiter=',') 
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        #data_manager = DataManager(data_set) 
        #num_features = data_set.shape[1] 
        #num_rows = data_set.shape[0] 
 
 
        #linear_svm_result = get_default_linear_svc_result(data_manager) 
 
        ##configured = RandomForestClassifier(n_estimators=41, criterion='gini', max_depth=41, 
max_features='auto', bootstrap=0, oob_score=0) 
        #configured = LinearSVC(penalty='l1', loss='l2', dual=False, tol=0.4733, C=96.65625, 
multi_class='ovr', intercept_scaling=20.49) 
        #configured.fit(data_manager.train_in, data_manager.train_out) 
        ##prediction = configured.predict_proba(data_manager.test_in)[:, 1] 
#.predict(data_manager.test_in) 
        #prediction = configured.decision_function(data_manager.test_in) 
        #configured_result = roc_auc_score(data_manager.test_out.ravel(), prediction) 
 
 
        #print("linear_svm_result", linear_svm_result) 
        #print("configured_result", configured_result) 
 
 
 
#Charts_EachImprintsAccuracyOverDifficulty.py 
import os 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
import numpy as np 
 
 
experiment_directories = ["New Airplane vs Car 450 Samples", "New Fave1 vs Face2 450 Samples", 
                          "OriginalExperiment Cars vs Planes", "OriginalExperiment Face1 vs Face2"] 
imprint_types = ["Imprinted", "Random"] 
imprint_counts = [1, 10, 100, 1000, 4075] 
save_path_root = "C:/ThesisResults/" + "Experiment Run 1" #+ datetime.datetime.now().strftime('%Y-
%m-%d_%H-%M-%S') 
population_count = 25 
generations = 250 
experiment_directory = experiment_directories[1] 
imprint_type = imprint_types[0] 
difficulties = range(0, 7) 
 
for imprint_count in imprint_counts: 
    result_array = np.array([0.0]) 
    for difficulty in difficulties: 
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        save_file_path = save_path_root + "/" + imprint_type + " " + experiment_directory + "_dif_" + 
str(difficulty) + "_imp_" + str(imprint_count) + "_gen_" + str(generations) + "_pop_" + 
str(population_count) +"/" 
        if os.path.exists(save_file_path): 
            print(save_file_path) 
            files_in_directory = os.listdir(save_file_path) 
            best_file_fitnesses = np.array([1.0]) 
            for file_path in files_in_directory: 
                if file_path.startswith(imprint_type) and not file_path.endswith("meta_datum.csv")and not 
file_path.endswith(".png"): 
                    load_path = save_file_path + file_path 
                    #print("load_path", load_path) 
                    row_data = np.genfromtxt(load_path, delimiter=',') 
                    best_file_fitnesses = np.append(best_file_fitnesses,[row_data.min()], axis= 0) 
            result_array = np.append(result_array,[best_file_fitnesses.min()], axis= 0) 
    print(result_array) 
    result_array = np.delete(result_array, 0, 0) 
    plt.plot((1- result_array) * 100, label=str(imprint_count) + " Imprints") 
 
plt.grid(True) 
plt.legend() 
plt.xlabel('Difficulty', fontsize=15) 
plt.ylabel('Accuracy', fontsize=15) 
plt.title("Best Configured Model " + imprint_type + " Accuracy Over Difficulty of New Dataset", 
fontsize=20) 
plt.show() 
 
#Charts_AucScoreConfiguredVsNonConfigured.py 
import os 
 
import numpy as np 
from sklearn.ensemble import RandomForestClassifier, GradientBoostingClassifier 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
from sklearn.svm import LinearSVC 
from sklearn.metrics import roc_auc_score 
 
from DataManager import DataManager 
 
 
def get_models_new_faces(): 
    best_models_new_faces_data = [ 
[0, 100, RandomForestClassifier( n_estimators=50,  criterion='gini',  max_depth=21,  
max_features='auto',  bootstrap=0,  oob_score=0)], # test_percent_error_average=0.010000 
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[1, 100, RandomForestClassifier( n_estimators=37,  criterion='entropy',  max_depth=49,  
max_features='log2',  bootstrap=0,  oob_score=0)], # test_percent_error_average=0.113333 
 
[2, 100, GradientBoostingClassifier( learning_rate=0.298645019531,  n_estimators=54,  
subsample=0.761779785156,  min_samples_split=2,  min_samples_leaf=40,  max_depth=3,  
max_features='auto')], # test_percent_error_average=0.190000 
 
[3, 100, GradientBoostingClassifier( learning_rate=0.348022460938,  n_estimators=64,  
subsample=0.610412597656,  min_samples_split=46,  min_samples_leaf=1,  max_depth=42,  
max_features='auto')], # test_percent_error_average=0.263333 
 
[4, 100, RandomForestClassifier( n_estimators=39,  criterion='gini',  max_depth=21,  
max_features='auto',  bootstrap=0,  oob_score=0)], # test_percent_error_average=0.370000 
 
[5, 100, RandomForestClassifier( n_estimators=49,  criterion='entropy',  max_depth=46,  
max_features='log2',  bootstrap=0,  oob_score=0)], # test_percent_error_average=0.410000 
 
[6, 100, RandomForestClassifier( n_estimators=40,  criterion='gini',  max_depth=25,  
max_features='log2',  bootstrap=0,  oob_score=0)], # test_percent_error_average=0.446667 
    ] 
    return best_models_new_faces_data 
 
 
best_models_new_faces_data = get_models_new_faces() 
 
experiment_directories = ["New Airplane vs Car 450 Samples", "New Fave1 vs Face2 450 Samples", 
                          "OriginalExperiment Cars vs Planes", "OriginalExperiment Face1 vs Face2"] 
imprint_types = ["Imprinted", "Random"] 
imprint_counts = [1, 10, 100, 1000, 4075] 
save_path_root = "D:/Users/Shimigami/Documents/ThesisDataSets/" 
results_path_root = "C:/ThesisResults/" + "Experiment Run 1/" 
population_count = 25 
generations = 250 
experiment_directory = experiment_directories[1] 
imprint_type = imprint_types[1] 
difficulties = range(0, 7) 
 
 
def get_default_linear_svc_result(data_set): 
    data_manager = DataManager(data_set) 
    svc = LinearSVC() 
    svc.fit(data_manager.train_in, data_manager.train_out.ravel()) 
    prediction = svc.decision_function(data_manager.test_in) 
    linear_svm_result = roc_auc_score(data_manager.test_out.ravel(), prediction.ravel()) 
    return linear_svm_result 
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imprint_count = 1 
deault_list = [] 
configured_list = [] 
result_runs = 0.0 
for best_model_index in range(0, len(best_models_new_faces_data)): 
    best_model = best_models_new_faces_data[best_model_index] 
    #if imprint_count != best_model[1]: 
    #    plt.plot(deault_list, label="Default " + str(imprint_count)) 
    #    plt.plot(configured_list, label="Configured " + str(imprint_count)) 
    #    configured_list = [] 
    #    deault_list = [] 
    difficulty = best_model[0] 
    imprint_count = best_model[1] 
 
    data_file_path = save_path_root + experiment_directory + "/" + imprint_type + "/" + imprint_type + 
"_" + experiment_directory + "_d" + str( 
        difficulty) + "_p" + str(imprint_count) + ".csv" 
    #print("data_file_path", data_file_path) 
    results_folder_path = results_path_root + imprint_type + " " + experiment_directory 
    results_file_path = results_path_root + imprint_type + " " + experiment_directory + "_dif_" + str( 
        difficulty) + "_imp_" + str(imprint_count) + "_gen_" + str(generations) + "_pop_" + 
str(population_count) + "/" 
 
 
    print("data_file_path",data_file_path) 
    #C:\ThesisResults\Experiment Run 1\Imprinted New Fave1 vs Face2 450 
Samples_dif_0_imp_1_gen_250_pop_25 
    if not os.path.exists(data_file_path): 
        continue 
    data_set = np.genfromtxt(data_file_path, delimiter=',') 
    data_manager = DataManager(data_set) 
    num_features = data_set.shape[1] 
    num_rows = data_set.shape[0] 
    runs = 5 
    configured_result = 0.0 
    linear_svm_result = 0.0 
 
    for i in range(0, runs): 
        linear_svm_result += get_default_linear_svc_result(data_set) 
        configured = best_models_new_faces_data[best_model_index][2] 
        configured.fit(data_manager.train_in, data_manager.train_out.ravel()) 
        invert_op = getattr(configured, "decision_function", None) 
        if callable(invert_op): 
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            prediction = configured.decision_function(data_manager.test_in) 
        else: 
            prediction = configured.predict_proba(data_manager.test_in)[:, 1] 
        configured_result += roc_auc_score(data_manager.test_out.ravel(), prediction.ravel()) 
 
    configured_result_runs = (configured_result / (runs * 1.0)) 
    linear_svm_result_runs = (linear_svm_result / (runs * 1.0)) 
    result_runs += configured_result_runs - linear_svm_result_runs 
    deault_list.append(linear_svm_result_runs) 
    configured_list.append(configured_result_runs) 
    print("difficulty", difficulty, "imprint_count", imprint_count, "result_runs", result_runs, 
configured_result_runs, 
          linear_svm_result_runs ) 
print(result_runs) 
plt.plot(deault_list, label="Default LinearSVC") 
plt.plot(configured_list, label="DEBPSO Configured Model") 
plt.title("100 " + imprint_type + " Imprints Face1 vs. Face 2") 
plt.grid(True) 
plt.legend() 
plt.xlabel('Difficulty', fontsize=15) 
plt.ylabel('Area Under ROC Curve', fontsize=15) 
plt.show() 
 
 
#RbfFitness.py 
import BinaryUtility 
from FitnessAndMetaData import FitnessAndMetaData 
from GenomeReader import GenomeReader 
import MlpWrapper 
import ModelValidator 
import numpy as np 
import RadialBasisFunctionWrapper 
 
 
class RbfFitness(object): 
    def __init__(self, include_feature_elimination=False): 
        self.model = RadialBasisFunctionWrapper.RadialBasisFunctionWrapper 
        self.previous_results = {} 
        self.include_feature_elimination = include_feature_elimination 
        self.genome_lengths = [8, 16, 8, 1, 3, 1] 
        self.cpu_divide = 1.0 
 
    def __str__(self): 
        return "Radial Basis Function Network" 
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    def calculate_fitness(self, individual_in_population, data_manager): 
 
        # print(individual_in_population) 
        dictionary_key = str(individual_in_population) 
 
        if dictionary_key in self.previous_results: 
            return FitnessAndMetaData(self.previous_results[dictionary_key], "Recalled Value") 
 
        data_manager.shuffle_and_initialize() 
        genome_reader = GenomeReader(individual_in_population, self.genome_lengths) 
        n_radial_nodes_genome = genome_reader.read_int_value() + 1 
        eta_genome = genome_reader.read_int_value() + 1 
        n_iterations_genome = genome_reader.read_int_value() + 1 
        use_k_means_genome = genome_reader.read_int_value() 
        sigma_genome = genome_reader.read_int_value() * 0.01 
        normalize_genome = genome_reader.read_int_value() 
        feature_elimination_mask = genome_reader.read_binary_value() 
 
        if self.include_feature_elimination and (feature_elimination_mask.sum() == 0 or 
feature_elimination_mask.size == 0): 
            return FitnessAndMetaData(1000, "No Features Selected") 
 
        eta_value = eta_genome * 0.00001 
 
        num_runs = 1 
        sum_of_squares = 0 
        valid_percent_error = 0 
        test_percent_error = 0 
        mask_the_ones = ModelValidator.select_ones_columns(feature_elimination_mask) 
 
        if self.include_feature_elimination: 
            masked_train_in = data_manager.train_in.T[mask_the_ones].T 
            masked_valid_in = data_manager.valid_in.T[mask_the_ones].T 
            masked_test_in = data_manager.test_in.T[mask_the_ones].T 
        else: 
            masked_train_in = data_manager.train_in 
            masked_valid_in = data_manager.valid_in 
            masked_test_in = data_manager.test_in 
 
        for run in range(0, num_runs): 
            model = RadialBasisFunctionWrapper.RadialBasisFunctionWrapper( 
                n_hidden=n_radial_nodes_genome, 
                eta=eta_value, 
                n_iterations=n_iterations_genome, 
                use_k_means=use_k_means_genome, 
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                sigma=sigma_genome, 
                normalize=normalize_genome) 
            model.fit(masked_train_in, data_manager.train_out) 
            valid_predict = model.predict(masked_valid_in) 
            test_predict = model.predict(masked_test_in) 
 
            threshold = 0.5 
            valid_predict[valid_predict > threshold] = 1 
            valid_predict[valid_predict <= threshold] = 0 
 
            test_predict[test_predict > threshold] = 1 
            test_predict[test_predict <= threshold] = 0 
 
            valid_out_raveled = np.ravel(data_manager.valid_out) 
            valid_predict_raveled = np.ravel(valid_predict) 
 
            test_out_raveled = np.ravel(data_manager.test_out) 
            test_predict_raveled = np.ravel(test_predict) 
 
            sum_of_squares += ((test_out_raveled - test_predict_raveled) ** 2).sum() 
            valid_percent_error += np.mean(valid_out_raveled != valid_predict_raveled) 
            test_percent_error += np.mean(test_out_raveled != test_predict_raveled) 
        sum_of_squares_average = sum_of_squares / num_runs 
        percent_error_average = valid_percent_error / num_runs 
        test_percent_error_average = test_percent_error / num_runs 
 
        self.previous_results[dictionary_key] = percent_error_average 
 
        meta_data = self.__str__() 
        meta_data += ", n_hidden={0}".format(n_radial_nodes_genome) 
        meta_data += ", eta={0}".format(eta_value) 
        meta_data += ", n_iterations={0}".format(n_iterations_genome) 
        meta_data += ", use_k_means={0}".format(use_k_means_genome) 
        meta_data += ", sigma={0}".format(sigma_genome) 
        meta_data += ", normalize={0}".format(normalize_genome) 
 
        meta_data += ", percent_error_average={0:f}".format(percent_error_average) 
        meta_data += ", sum_of_squares_average={0:f}".format(sum_of_squares_average) 
        meta_data += ", test_percent_error_average={0:f}".format(test_percent_error_average) 
 
        if self.include_feature_elimination: 
            meta_data += ", mask_the_ones={0}".format(mask_the_ones) 
 
        fitness_and_meta_data = FitnessAndMetaData(percent_error_average, meta_data) 
        #print(percent_error_average, meta_data) 
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        return fitness_and_meta_data 
 
 
 
 
#MlpFitness.py 
import BinaryUtility 
from FitnessAndMetaData import FitnessAndMetaData 
from GenomeReader import GenomeReader 
import MlpWrapper 
import ModelValidator 
import numpy as np 
 
 
class MlpFitness(object): 
    def __init__(self, include_feature_elimination=False): 
        self.model = MlpWrapper.MlpWrapper 
        self.previous_results = {} 
        self.include_feature_elimination = include_feature_elimination 
        self.genome_lengths = [8, 16, 8, 1] 
        self.cpu_divide = 4.0 
 
    def __str__(self): 
        return "Multi Layer Perceptron" 
 
    def calculate_fitness(self, individual_in_population, data_manager): 
 
        # print(individual_in_population) 
        dictionary_key = str(individual_in_population) 
 
        if dictionary_key in self.previous_results: 
            return FitnessAndMetaData(self.previous_results[dictionary_key], "Recalled Value") 
 
        data_manager.shuffle_and_initialize() 
        genome_reader = GenomeReader(individual_in_population, self.genome_lengths) 
        n_hidden_genome = genome_reader.read_int_value() + 1 
        eta_genome = genome_reader.read_int_value() + 1 
        n_iterations_genome = genome_reader.read_int_value() + 1 
        use_early_stopping_genome = genome_reader.read_int_value() 
        feature_elimination_mask = genome_reader.read_binary_value() 
 
        if self.include_feature_elimination and ( 
                    feature_elimination_mask.sum() == 0 or feature_elimination_mask.size == 0): 
            return FitnessAndMetaData(1000, "No Features Selected") 
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        eta_value = eta_genome * 0.00001 
 
        num_runs = 1 
        sum_of_squares = 0 
        valid_percent_error = 0 
        test_percent_error = 0 
        mask_the_ones = ModelValidator.select_ones_columns(feature_elimination_mask) 
 
        if self.include_feature_elimination: 
            masked_train_in = data_manager.train_in.T[mask_the_ones].T 
            masked_valid_in = data_manager.valid_in.T[mask_the_ones].T 
            masked_test_in = data_manager.test_in.T[mask_the_ones].T 
        else: 
            masked_train_in = data_manager.train_in 
            masked_valid_in = data_manager.valid_in 
            masked_test_in = data_manager.test_in 
 
        for run in range(0, num_runs): 
            model = MlpWrapper.MlpWrapper(n_hidden=n_hidden_genome, 
                                          eta=eta_value, 
                                          n_iterations=n_iterations_genome, 
                                          use_early_stopping=use_early_stopping_genome) 
            model.fit(masked_train_in, data_manager.train_out) 
            valid_predict = model.predict(masked_valid_in) 
            test_predict = model.predict(masked_test_in) 
 
            threshold = 0.5 
            valid_predict[valid_predict > threshold] = 1 
            valid_predict[valid_predict <= threshold] = 0 
 
            test_predict[test_predict > threshold] = 1 
            test_predict[test_predict <= threshold] = 0 
 
            valid_out_raveled = np.ravel(data_manager.valid_out) 
            valid_predict_raveled = np.ravel(valid_predict) 
 
            test_out_raveled = np.ravel(data_manager.test_out) 
            test_predict_raveled = np.ravel(test_predict) 
 
            sum_of_squares += ((test_out_raveled - test_predict_raveled) ** 2).sum() 
            valid_percent_error += np.mean(valid_out_raveled != valid_predict_raveled) 
            test_percent_error += np.mean(test_out_raveled != test_predict_raveled) 
        sum_of_squares_average = sum_of_squares / num_runs 
        percent_error_average = valid_percent_error / num_runs 
        test_percent_error_average = test_percent_error / num_runs 
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        self.previous_results[dictionary_key] = percent_error_average 
 
        meta_data = self.__str__() 
        meta_data += ", n_hidden={0}".format(n_hidden_genome) 
        meta_data += ", eta={0}".format(eta_value) 
        meta_data += ", n_iterations={0}".format(n_iterations_genome) 
        meta_data += ", use_early_stopping={0}".format(use_early_stopping_genome) 
 
        meta_data += ", percent_error_average={0:f}".format(percent_error_average) 
        meta_data += ", sum_of_squares_average={0:f}".format(sum_of_squares_average) 
        meta_data += ", test_percent_error_average={0:f}".format(test_percent_error_average) 
 
        if self.include_feature_elimination: 
            meta_data += ", mask_the_ones={0}".format(mask_the_ones) 
 
        fitness_and_meta_data = FitnessAndMetaData(percent_error_average, meta_data) 
        #print(percent_error_average, meta_data) 
        return fitness_and_meta_data 
 
 
 
#KnnFitness.py 
import BinaryUtility 
from FitnessAndMetaData import FitnessAndMetaData 
from GenomeReader import GenomeReader 
import KNearestNeighborWrapper 
import ModelValidator 
import numpy as np 
 
 
class KnnFitness(object): 
    def __init__(self, include_feature_elimination=False): 
        self.model = KNearestNeighborWrapper.KNearestNeighborWrapper 
        self.previous_results = {} 
        self.include_feature_elimination = include_feature_elimination 
        self.genome_lengths = [5, 1, 4] 
 
    def __str__(self): 
        return "K Nearest Neighbors" 
 
    def calculate_fitness(self, individual_in_population, data_manager): 
 
 
        # print(individual_in_population) 
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        dictionary_key = str(individual_in_population) 
 
        if dictionary_key in self.previous_results: 
            return FitnessAndMetaData(self.previous_results[dictionary_key], "Recalled Value") 
 
        genome_reader = GenomeReader(individual_in_population, self.genome_lengths) 
        n_for_knn = genome_reader.read_int_value() + 1 
        weight_knn = genome_reader.read_int_value() 
        threshold_param = genome_reader.read_int_value() * 0.01 
        feature_elimination_mask = genome_reader.read_binary_value() 
 
        if self.include_feature_elimination and ( 
                    feature_elimination_mask.sum() == 0 or feature_elimination_mask.size == 0): 
            return FitnessAndMetaData(1000, "No Features Selected") 
 
        num_runs = 1 
        sum_of_squares = 0 
        valid_percent_error = 0 
        test_percent_error = 0 
        mask_the_ones = ModelValidator.select_ones_columns(feature_elimination_mask) 
        if self.include_feature_elimination: 
            masked_train_in = data_manager.train_in.T[mask_the_ones].T 
            masked_valid_in = data_manager.valid_in.T[mask_the_ones].T 
            masked_test_in = data_manager.test_in.T[mask_the_ones].T 
        else: 
            masked_train_in = data_manager.train_in 
            masked_valid_in = data_manager.valid_in 
            masked_test_in = data_manager.test_in 
        for run in range(0, num_runs): 
            model = KNearestNeighborWrapper.KNearestNeighborWrapper( 
                n_values=n_for_knn, 
                weight_predictions=weight_knn, 
                threshold=threshold_param) 
            model.fit(masked_train_in, data_manager.train_out) 
            valid_predict = model.predict(masked_valid_in) 
            test_predict = model.predict(masked_test_in) 
 
            threshold = 0.5 
            valid_predict[valid_predict > threshold] = 1 
            valid_predict[valid_predict <= threshold] = 0 
 
            test_predict[test_predict > threshold] = 1 
            test_predict[test_predict <= threshold] = 0 
 
            valid_out_raveled = np.ravel(data_manager.valid_out) 
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            valid_predict_raveled = np.ravel(valid_predict) 
 
            test_out_raveled = np.ravel(data_manager.test_out) 
            test_predict_raveled = np.ravel(test_predict) 
 
            sum_of_squares += ((test_out_raveled - test_predict_raveled) ** 2).sum() 
            valid_percent_error += np.mean(valid_out_raveled != valid_predict_raveled) 
            test_percent_error += np.mean(test_out_raveled != test_predict_raveled) 
        sum_of_squares_average = sum_of_squares / num_runs 
        percent_error_average = valid_percent_error / num_runs 
        test_percent_error_average = test_percent_error / num_runs 
 
        self.previous_results[dictionary_key] = percent_error_average 
 
        meta_data = self.__str__() 
        meta_data += ", n_values={0}".format(n_for_knn) 
        meta_data += ", weight_predictions={0}".format(weight_knn) 
        meta_data += ", threshold={0}".format(threshold_param) 
 
        meta_data += ", percent_error_average={0:f}".format(percent_error_average) 
        meta_data += ", sum_of_squares_average={0:f}".format(sum_of_squares_average) 
        meta_data += ", test_percent_error_average={0:f}".format(test_percent_error_average) 
 
        if self.include_feature_elimination: 
            meta_data += ", mask_the_ones={0}".format(mask_the_ones) 
 
        fitness_and_meta_data = FitnessAndMetaData(percent_error_average, meta_data) 
        print(percent_error_average, meta_data) 
        return fitness_and_meta_data 
 
 
 
#KfvFitness.py 
import BinaryUtility 
from FitnessAndMetaData import FitnessAndMetaData 
from GenomeReader import GenomeReader 
import KFrequentValues 
import KNearestNeighborWrapper 
import ModelValidator 
import numpy as np 
 
 
class KfvFitness(object): 
    def __init__(self, include_feature_elimination=False): 
        self.model = KFrequentValues.KFrequentValues 
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        self.previous_results = {} 
        self.include_feature_elimination = include_feature_elimination 
        self.genome_lengths = [7, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6] 
 
    def __str__(self): 
        return "K Frequent Values" 
 
    def calculate_fitness(self, individual_in_population, data_manager): 
        dictionary_key = str(individual_in_population) 
 
        if dictionary_key in self.previous_results: 
            return FitnessAndMetaData(self.previous_results[dictionary_key], "Recalled Value") 
 
        genome_reader = GenomeReader(individual_in_population, self.genome_lengths) 
        num_bins = genome_reader.read_int_value() + 1 
        zero_start_index = genome_reader.read_int_value() 
        zero_end_index = genome_reader.read_int_value() + 1 
        one_start_index = genome_reader.read_int_value() 
        one_end_index = genome_reader.read_int_value() + 1 
        zero_weight = (genome_reader.read_int_value() + 1) / 64.0 
        one_weight = (genome_reader.read_int_value() + 1) / 64.0 
        feature_elimination_mask = genome_reader.read_binary_value() 
 
        if self.include_feature_elimination and ( 
                    feature_elimination_mask.sum() == 0 or feature_elimination_mask.size == 0) or 
zero_start_index >= zero_end_index or one_start_index >= one_end_index: 
            return FitnessAndMetaData(1000, "No Features Selected Or Invalid Value") 
 
        num_runs = 1 
        sum_of_squares = 0 
        valid_percent_error = 0 
        test_percent_error = 0 
        mask_the_ones = ModelValidator.select_ones_columns(feature_elimination_mask) 
 
        if self.include_feature_elimination: 
            masked_train_in = data_manager.train_in.T[mask_the_ones].T 
            masked_valid_in = data_manager.valid_in.T[mask_the_ones].T 
            masked_test_in = data_manager.test_in.T[mask_the_ones].T 
        else: 
            masked_train_in = data_manager.train_in 
            masked_valid_in = data_manager.valid_in 
            masked_test_in = data_manager.test_in 
 
        for run in range(0, num_runs): 
            model = KFrequentValues.KFrequentValues( 
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                num_bins=num_bins, 
                zero_start_index=zero_start_index, 
                zero_end_index=zero_end_index, 
                one_start_index=one_start_index, 
                one_end_index=one_end_index, 
                zero_weight=zero_weight, 
                one_weight=one_weight) 
            model.fit(masked_train_in, data_manager.train_out) 
            valid_predict = model.predict(masked_valid_in) 
            test_predict = model.predict(masked_test_in) 
 
            threshold = 0.5 
            valid_predict[valid_predict > threshold] = 1 
            valid_predict[valid_predict <= threshold] = 0 
 
            test_predict[test_predict > threshold] = 1 
            test_predict[test_predict <= threshold] = 0 
 
            valid_out_raveled = np.ravel(data_manager.valid_out) 
            valid_predict_raveled = np.ravel(valid_predict) 
 
            test_out_raveled = np.ravel(data_manager.test_out) 
            test_predict_raveled = np.ravel(test_predict) 
 
            sum_of_squares += ((test_out_raveled - test_predict_raveled) ** 2).sum() 
            valid_percent_error += np.mean(valid_out_raveled != valid_predict_raveled) 
            test_percent_error += np.mean(test_out_raveled != test_predict_raveled) 
        sum_of_squares_average = sum_of_squares / num_runs 
        percent_error_average = valid_percent_error / num_runs 
        test_percent_error_average = test_percent_error / num_runs 
 
        self.previous_results[dictionary_key] = percent_error_average 
 
        meta_data = self.__str__() 
        meta_data += ", num_bins={0}".format(num_bins) 
        meta_data += ", zero_start_index={0}".format(zero_start_index) 
        meta_data += ", zero_end_index={0}".format(zero_end_index) 
        meta_data += ", one_start_index={0}".format(one_start_index) 
        meta_data += ", one_end_index={0}".format(one_end_index) 
        meta_data += ", zero_weight={0}".format(zero_weight) 
        meta_data += ", one_weight={0}".format(one_weight) 
 
        meta_data += ", percent_error_average={0:f}".format(percent_error_average) 
        meta_data += ", sum_of_squares_average={0:f}".format(sum_of_squares_average) 
        meta_data += ", test_percent_error_average={0:f}".format(test_percent_error_average) 
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        if self.include_feature_elimination: 
            meta_data += ", mask_the_ones={0}".format(mask_the_ones) 
 
        fitness_and_meta_data = FitnessAndMetaData(percent_error_average, meta_data) 
        #print(percent_error_average, meta_data) 
        return fitness_and_meta_data 
 
 
#FitnessAndMetaData.py 
class FitnessAndMetaData(object): 
    def __init__(self, fitness_value, fitness_meta_data): 
        self.fitness_meta_data = fitness_meta_data 
        self.fitness_value = fitness_value 
 
    def get_fitness_value(self): 
        return self.fitness_value 
 
    def get_meta_data_value(self): 
        return self.fitness_meta_data 
 
#SVCFitness.py 
from sklearn.svm import SVC 
import BinaryUtility 
from FitnessAndMetaData import FitnessAndMetaData 
from GenomeReader import GenomeReader 
import ModelValidator 
import numpy as np 
 
 
class SVCFitness(object): 
    def __init__(self, include_feature_elimination=False): 
        self.model = SVC 
        self.kernels = ["linear", "poly", "rbf", "sigmoid"]  # , "precomputed"] 
        self.previous_results = {} 
        self.include_feature_elimination = include_feature_elimination 
        self.genome_lengths = [3, 6, 3, 8, 8, 1, 1, 5] 
 
    def __str__(self): 
        return "C Support Vector Classifier" 
 
    @staticmethod 
    def clamp(my_value, min_value, max_value): 
        return max(min(my_value, max_value), min_value) 
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    def calculate_fitness(self, individual_in_population, data_manager): 
 
        dictionary_key = str(individual_in_population) 
 
        if dictionary_key in self.previous_results: 
            return FitnessAndMetaData(self.previous_results[dictionary_key], "Recalled Value") 
 
        data_manager.shuffle_and_initialize() 
        genome_reader = GenomeReader(individual_in_population, self.genome_lengths) 
        kernel_index = genome_reader.read_int_value() % 4 
        if kernel_index > 3: 
            return FitnessAndMetaData(1000, "Invalid Value") 
        c_param = (genome_reader.read_int_value() + 1) / 64.0 
        degree_poly = genome_reader.read_int_value() + 1 
        gamma = (genome_reader.read_int_value() / 64.0) / (data_manager.train_in.shape[1] * 1.0) 
        coef0 = (genome_reader.read_int_value() / 64.0) / (data_manager.train_in.shape[1] * 1.0) 
        probability = genome_reader.read_int_value() 
        shrinking = genome_reader.read_int_value() 
        tol_param = (genome_reader.read_int_value() + 1) * 0.00001 
 
        feature_elimination_mask = genome_reader.read_binary_value() 
 
        if self.include_feature_elimination and (feature_elimination_mask.sum() == 0 or 
feature_elimination_mask.size == 0): 
            return FitnessAndMetaData(1000, "No Features Selected") 
 
        num_runs = 1 
        sum_of_squares = 0 
        valid_percent_error = 0 
        test_percent_error = 0 
        mask_the_ones = ModelValidator.select_ones_columns(feature_elimination_mask) 
        kernel_param = self.kernels[kernel_index] 
 
        if self.include_feature_elimination: 
            masked_train_in = data_manager.train_in.T[mask_the_ones].T 
            masked_valid_in = data_manager.valid_in.T[mask_the_ones].T 
            masked_test_in = data_manager.test_in.T[mask_the_ones].T 
        else: 
            masked_train_in = data_manager.train_in 
            masked_valid_in = data_manager.valid_in 
            masked_test_in = data_manager.test_in 
 
        for run in range(0, num_runs): 
 
            model = SVC( 
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                C=c_param, 
                kernel=kernel_param, 
                degree=degree_poly, 
                gamma=gamma, 
                coef0=coef0, 
                probability=probability, 
                shrinking=shrinking, 
                tol=tol_param) 
            data_out = data_manager.train_out 
            data_out = np.ravel(data_out) 
            model.fit(masked_train_in, data_out) 
            valid_predict = model.predict(masked_valid_in) 
            test_predict = model.predict(masked_test_in) 
 
            threshold = 0.5 
            valid_predict[valid_predict > threshold] = 1 
            valid_predict[valid_predict <= threshold] = 0 
 
            test_predict[test_predict > threshold] = 1 
            test_predict[test_predict <= threshold] = 0 
 
            valid_out_raveled = np.ravel(data_manager.valid_out) 
            valid_predict_raveled = np.ravel(valid_predict) 
 
            test_out_raveled = np.ravel(data_manager.test_out) 
            test_predict_raveled = np.ravel(test_predict) 
 
            sum_of_squares += ((test_out_raveled - test_predict_raveled) ** 2).sum() 
            valid_percent_error += np.mean(valid_out_raveled != valid_predict_raveled) 
            test_percent_error += np.mean(test_out_raveled != test_predict_raveled) 
        sum_of_squares_average = sum_of_squares / num_runs 
        percent_error_average = valid_percent_error / num_runs 
        test_percent_error_average = test_percent_error / num_runs 
 
 
        self.previous_results[dictionary_key] = percent_error_average 
 
        meta_data = self.__str__() 
        meta_data += ", C={0}".format(c_param) 
        meta_data += ", kernel={0}".format(kernel_param) 
        meta_data += ", degree={0}".format(degree_poly) 
        meta_data += ", gamma={0}".format(gamma) 
        meta_data += ", coef0={0}".format(coef0) 
        meta_data += ", probability={0}".format(probability) 
        meta_data += ", shrinking={0}".format(shrinking) 
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        meta_data += ", tol={0}".format(tol_param) 
 
        meta_data += ", percent_error_average={0:f}".format(percent_error_average) 
        meta_data += ", sum_of_squares_average={0:f}".format(sum_of_squares_average) 
        meta_data += ", test_percent_error_average={0:f}".format(test_percent_error_average) 
 
        if self.include_feature_elimination: 
            meta_data += ", mask_the_ones={0}".format(mask_the_ones) 
 
        fitness_and_meta_data = FitnessAndMetaData(percent_error_average, meta_data) 
        #print(percent_error_average, meta_data) 
        return fitness_and_meta_data 
 
 
#RandomForestClassifierFitness.py 
from sklearn.ensemble import RandomForestClassifier 
import BinaryUtility 
from FitnessAndMetaData import FitnessAndMetaData 
from GenomeReader import GenomeReader 
import ModelValidator 
import numpy as np 
 
 
class RandomForestClassifierFitness(object): 
    def __init__(self, include_feature_elimination=False): 
        self.model = RandomForestClassifier 
        self.previous_results = {} 
        self.include_feature_elimination = include_feature_elimination 
        self.genome_lengths = [6, 1, 6, 2, 1, 1] 
 
    def __str__(self): 
        return "Random Forest" 
 
    def calculate_fitness(self, individual_in_population, data_manager): 
 
        # print(individual_in_population) 
        dictionary_key = str(individual_in_population) 
 
        if dictionary_key in self.previous_results: 
            return FitnessAndMetaData(self.previous_results[dictionary_key], "Recalled Value") 
 
        data_manager.shuffle_and_initialize() 
        genome_reader = GenomeReader(individual_in_population, self.genome_lengths) 
        estimators = genome_reader.read_int_value() + 1 
        criterion = genome_reader.read_int_value() 
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        max_depth = genome_reader.read_int_value() + 1 
        max_features = genome_reader.read_int_value() 
        bootstrap = genome_reader.read_int_value() 
        oob_score = genome_reader.read_int_value() 
        feature_elimination_mask = genome_reader.read_binary_value() 
 
        if self.include_feature_elimination and (feature_elimination_mask.sum() == 0 or 
feature_elimination_mask.size == 0): 
            return FitnessAndMetaData(1000, "No Features Selected") 
 
        criterion_param = ["gini", "entropy"][criterion] 
        max_features_param = ["auto", "sqrt", "log2", None][max_features] 
        num_runs = 1 
        sum_of_squares = 0 
        valid_percent_error = 0 
        test_percent_error = 0 
        mask_the_ones = ModelValidator.select_ones_columns(feature_elimination_mask) 
 
        if self.include_feature_elimination: 
            masked_train_in = data_manager.train_in.T[mask_the_ones].T 
            masked_valid_in = data_manager.valid_in.T[mask_the_ones].T 
            masked_test_in = data_manager.test_in.T[mask_the_ones].T 
        else: 
            masked_train_in = data_manager.train_in 
            masked_valid_in = data_manager.valid_in 
            masked_test_in = data_manager.test_in 
 
        for run in range(0, num_runs): 
 
            model = RandomForestClassifier( 
                n_estimators=estimators, 
                criterion=criterion_param, 
                max_depth=max_depth, 
                max_features=max_features_param, 
                bootstrap=bootstrap == 1, 
                oob_score=(oob_score == 1) and bootstrap) 
            data_out = data_manager.train_out 
            data_out = np.ravel(data_out) 
            model.fit(masked_train_in, data_out) 
            valid_predict = model.predict(masked_valid_in) 
            test_predict = model.predict(masked_test_in) 
 
            threshold = 0.5 
            valid_predict[valid_predict > threshold] = 1 
            valid_predict[valid_predict <= threshold] = 0 
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            test_predict[test_predict > threshold] = 1 
            test_predict[test_predict <= threshold] = 0 
 
            valid_out_raveled = np.ravel(data_manager.valid_out) 
            valid_predict_raveled = np.ravel(valid_predict) 
 
            test_out_raveled = np.ravel(data_manager.test_out) 
            test_predict_raveled = np.ravel(test_predict) 
 
            sum_of_squares += ((test_out_raveled - test_predict_raveled) ** 2).sum() 
            valid_percent_error += np.mean(valid_out_raveled != valid_predict_raveled) 
            test_percent_error += np.mean(test_out_raveled != test_predict_raveled) 
        sum_of_squares_average = sum_of_squares / num_runs 
        percent_error_average = valid_percent_error / num_runs 
        test_percent_error_average = test_percent_error / num_runs 
 
        self.previous_results[dictionary_key] = percent_error_average 
 
        meta_data = self.__str__() 
        meta_data += ", n_estimators={0}".format(estimators) 
        meta_data += ", criterion={0}".format(criterion_param) 
        meta_data += ", max_depth={0}".format(max_depth) 
        meta_data += ", max_features={0}".format(max_features_param) 
        meta_data += ", bootstrap={0}".format(bootstrap) 
        meta_data += ", oob_score={0}".format(oob_score) 
 
        meta_data += ", percent_error_average={0:f}".format(percent_error_average) 
        meta_data += ", sum_of_squares_average={0:f}".format(sum_of_squares_average) 
        meta_data += ", test_percent_error_average={0:f}".format(test_percent_error_average) 
 
        if self.include_feature_elimination: 
            meta_data += ", mask_the_ones={0}".format(mask_the_ones) 
 
        fitness_and_meta_data = FitnessAndMetaData(percent_error_average, meta_data) 
        #print(percent_error_average, meta_data) 
        return fitness_and_meta_data 
 
 
#NuSVCFitness.py 
from sklearn.svm import NuSVC 
import BinaryUtility 
from FitnessAndMetaData import FitnessAndMetaData 
from GenomeReader import GenomeReader 
import ModelValidator 
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import numpy as np 
 
 
class NuSVCFitness(object): 
 
    def __init__(self, include_feature_elimination=False): 
        self.model = NuSVC 
        self.previous_results = {} 
        self.include_feature_elimination = include_feature_elimination 
        self.genome_lengths = [6, 2, 4, 4, 4, 1, 1,4, 10] 
    def __str__(self): 
        return "NU Support Vector Classifier" 
 
    def calculate_fitness(self,individual_in_population, data_manager): 
 
        # print(individual_in_population) 
        dictionary_key = str(individual_in_population) 
 
        if dictionary_key in self.previous_results: 
            return FitnessAndMetaData(self.previous_results[dictionary_key], "Recalled Value") 
 
        data_manager.shuffle_and_initialize() 
        genome_reader = GenomeReader(individual_in_population,self.genome_lengths) 
        nu = (genome_reader.read_int_value() + 1) / 64.0 
        kernel = (genome_reader.read_int_value()) 
        degree = (genome_reader.read_int_value()) 
        gamma = (genome_reader.read_int_value() / 64.0) / (data_manager.train_in.shape[1] * 1.0) 
        coef0 = (genome_reader.read_int_value() / 64.0) / (data_manager.train_in.shape[1] * 1.0) 
        shrinking = (genome_reader.read_int_value()) 
        probability = (genome_reader.read_int_value()) 
        tol = (genome_reader.read_int_value()) * 0.00001 
        cache_size = (genome_reader.read_int_value()) + 1 
        feature_elimination_mask = genome_reader.read_binary_value() 
        if self.include_feature_elimination and (feature_elimination_mask.sum() == 0 or 
feature_elimination_mask.size == 0): 
            return FitnessAndMetaData(1000, "No Features Selected") 
 
        num_runs = 1 
        sum_of_squares = 0 
        valid_percent_error = 0 
        test_percent_error = 0 
        mask_the_ones = ModelValidator.select_ones_columns(feature_elimination_mask) 
        kernel_param = ['linear', 'poly', 'rbf', 'sigmoid'][kernel] 
 
        if self.include_feature_elimination: 
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            masked_train_in = data_manager.train_in.T[mask_the_ones].T 
            masked_valid_in = data_manager.valid_in.T[mask_the_ones].T 
            masked_test_in = data_manager.test_in.T[mask_the_ones].T 
        else: 
            masked_train_in = data_manager.train_in 
            masked_valid_in = data_manager.valid_in 
            masked_test_in = data_manager.test_in 
        try: 
            for run in range(0, num_runs): 
 
                model = NuSVC( 
                    nu=nu, 
                    kernel=kernel_param, 
                    degree=degree, 
                    gamma=gamma, 
                    coef0=coef0, 
                    shrinking=shrinking == 1, 
                    probability=probability == 1, 
                    tol=tol, 
                    cache_size=cache_size) 
                data_out = data_manager.train_out 
                data_out = np.ravel(data_out) 
                model.fit(masked_train_in, data_out) 
                valid_predict = model.predict(masked_valid_in) 
                test_predict = model.predict(masked_test_in) 
 
                threshold = 0.5 
                valid_predict[valid_predict > threshold] = 1 
                valid_predict[valid_predict <= threshold] = 0 
 
                test_predict[test_predict > threshold] = 1 
                test_predict[test_predict <= threshold] = 0 
 
                valid_out_raveled = np.ravel(data_manager.valid_out) 
                valid_predict_raveled = np.ravel(valid_predict) 
 
                test_out_raveled = np.ravel(data_manager.test_out) 
                test_predict_raveled = np.ravel(test_predict) 
 
                sum_of_squares += ((test_out_raveled - test_predict_raveled) ** 2).sum() 
                valid_percent_error += np.mean(valid_out_raveled != valid_predict_raveled) 
                test_percent_error += np.mean(test_out_raveled != test_predict_raveled) 
        except: 
            return FitnessAndMetaData(1000, self.__str__() + "Exception") 
        sum_of_squares_average = sum_of_squares / num_runs 
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        percent_error_average = valid_percent_error / num_runs 
        test_percent_error_average = test_percent_error / num_runs 
 
        self.previous_results[dictionary_key] = percent_error_average 
 
        meta_data = self.__str__() 
        meta_data += ", nu={0}".format(nu) 
        meta_data += ", kernel={0}".format(kernel_param) 
        meta_data += ", degree={0}".format(degree) 
        meta_data += ", gamma={0}".format(gamma) 
        meta_data += ", coef0={0}".format(coef0) 
        meta_data += ", shrinking={0}".format(shrinking) 
        meta_data += ", probability={0}".format(probability) 
        meta_data += ", tol={0}".format(tol) 
        meta_data += ", cache_size={0}".format(cache_size) 
 
        meta_data += ", percent_error_average={0:f}".format(percent_error_average) 
        meta_data += ", sum_of_squares_average={0:f}".format(sum_of_squares_average) 
        meta_data += ", test_percent_error_average={0:f}".format(test_percent_error_average) 
 
        if self.include_feature_elimination: 
            meta_data += ", mask_the_ones={0}".format(mask_the_ones) 
 
        fitness_and_meta_data = FitnessAndMetaData(percent_error_average, meta_data) 
        #print(percent_error_average, meta_data) 
        return fitness_and_meta_data 
 
 
#LinearSVCFitness.py 
from sklearn.svm import LinearSVC 
import BinaryUtility 
from FitnessAndMetaData import FitnessAndMetaData 
from GenomeReader import GenomeReader 
import ModelValidator 
import numpy as np 
 
 
class LinearSVCFitness(object): 
 
    def __init__(self, include_feature_elimination=False): 
        self.model = LinearSVC 
        self.svm_penalty_loss_combos = [['l1', 'l2', False, 'ovr'], ['l2', 'l1', True, 'ovr'], ['l2', 'l2', True, 'ovr'], 
['l2', 'l2', False, 'ovr'], ['ignored', 'ignores', False, 'crammer_singer']] 
        self.previous_results = {} 
        self.include_feature_elimination = include_feature_elimination 
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        self.genome_lengths = [3, 15, 15, 15, 1] 
 
    def __str__(self): 
        return "Linear Support Vector Classifier" 
 
    @staticmethod 
    def clamp(my_value, min_value, max_value): 
        return max(min(my_value, max_value), min_value) 
 
    def calculate_fitness(self,individual_in_population, data_manager): 
 
        # print(individual_in_population) 
        dictionary_key = str(individual_in_population) 
 
        if dictionary_key in self.previous_results: 
            return FitnessAndMetaData(self.previous_results[dictionary_key], "Recalled Value") 
 
        data_manager.shuffle_and_initialize() 
        genome_reader = GenomeReader(individual_in_population,self.genome_lengths) 
        penalty_param = genome_reader.read_int_value() 
        c_param = (genome_reader.read_int_value() + 1) / 64.0 
        tol_param = (genome_reader.read_int_value() + 1) * 0.0001 
        intercept_scale_param = genome_reader.read_int_value() + 1 
        fit_intercept_param = genome_reader.read_int_value() 
        feature_elimination_mask = genome_reader.read_binary_value() 
 
        if self.include_feature_elimination and (feature_elimination_mask.sum() == 0 or 
feature_elimination_mask.size == 0): 
            return FitnessAndMetaData(1000, "No Features Selected") 
 
        tol_param = tol_param 
        intercept_scale_param = intercept_scale_param * 0.01 
        penalty_loss = self.svm_penalty_loss_combos[LinearSVCFitness.clamp(penalty_param, 0, 4)] 
        num_runs = 1 
        sum_of_squares = 0 
        valid_percent_error = 0 
        test_percent_error = 0 
        mask_the_ones = ModelValidator.select_ones_columns(feature_elimination_mask) 
 
        if self.include_feature_elimination: 
            masked_train_in = data_manager.train_in.T[mask_the_ones].T 
            masked_valid_in = data_manager.valid_in.T[mask_the_ones].T 
            masked_test_in = data_manager.test_in.T[mask_the_ones].T 
        else: 
            masked_train_in = data_manager.train_in 
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            masked_valid_in = data_manager.valid_in 
            masked_test_in = data_manager.test_in 
 
        for run in range(0, num_runs): 
            model = LinearSVC(penalty=penalty_loss[0], 
                              loss=penalty_loss[1], 
                              dual=penalty_loss[2], 
                              tol=tol_param, 
                              C=c_param, 
                              multi_class=penalty_loss[3], 
                              fit_intercept=fit_intercept_param, 
                              intercept_scaling=intercept_scale_param) 
            data_out = data_manager.train_out 
            data_out = np.ravel(data_out) 
            model.fit(masked_train_in, data_out) 
            valid_predict = model.predict(masked_valid_in) 
            test_predict = model.predict(masked_test_in) 
 
            threshold = 0.5 
            valid_predict[valid_predict > threshold] = 1 
            valid_predict[valid_predict <= threshold] = 0 
 
            test_predict[test_predict > threshold] = 1 
            test_predict[test_predict <= threshold] = 0 
 
            valid_out_raveled = np.ravel(data_manager.valid_out) 
            valid_predict_raveled = np.ravel(valid_predict) 
 
            test_out_raveled = np.ravel(data_manager.test_out) 
            test_predict_raveled = np.ravel(test_predict) 
 
            sum_of_squares += ((test_out_raveled - test_predict_raveled) ** 2).sum() 
            valid_percent_error += np.mean(valid_out_raveled != valid_predict_raveled) 
            test_percent_error += np.mean(test_out_raveled != test_predict_raveled) 
        sum_of_squares_average = sum_of_squares / num_runs 
        percent_error_average = valid_percent_error / num_runs 
        test_percent_error_average = test_percent_error / num_runs 
 
        self.previous_results[dictionary_key] = percent_error_average 
        meta_data = self.__str__() 
        meta_data += ", penalty={0}".format(penalty_loss[0]) 
        meta_data += ", loss={0}".format(penalty_loss[1]) 
        meta_data += ", dual={0}".format(penalty_loss[2]) 
        meta_data += ", tol={0}".format(tol_param) 
        meta_data += ", C={0}".format(c_param) 
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        meta_data += ", multi_class={0}".format(penalty_loss[3]) 
        meta_data += ", intercept_scaling={0}".format(intercept_scale_param) 
 
        meta_data += ", percent_error_average={0:f}".format(percent_error_average) 
        meta_data += ", sum_of_squares_average={0:f}".format(sum_of_squares_average) 
        meta_data += ", test_percent_error_average={0:f}".format(test_percent_error_average) 
 
        if self.include_feature_elimination: 
            meta_data += ", mask_the_ones={0}".format(mask_the_ones) 
 
        fitness_and_meta_data = FitnessAndMetaData(percent_error_average, meta_data) 
        #print(percent_error_average, meta_data) 
        return fitness_and_meta_data 
 
#GradientBoostingClassifierFitness.py 
from sklearn.ensemble import GradientBoostingClassifier 
from sklearn.ensemble.gradient_boosting import LOSS_FUNCTIONS 
import BinaryUtility 
from FitnessAndMetaData import FitnessAndMetaData 
from GenomeReader import GenomeReader 
import ModelValidator 
import numpy as np 
 
 
class GradientBoostingClassifierFitness(object): 
    def __init__(self, include_feature_elimination=False): 
        self.model = GradientBoostingClassifier 
        self.previous_results = {} 
        self.include_feature_elimination = include_feature_elimination 
        loss_function_bits = 1 
        learning_rate_bits = 14 
        n_estimators_bits = 6 
        sub_sample_bits = 14 
        min_samples_split_bits = 6 
        min_samples_leaf_bits = 6 
        max_depth_bits = 6 
        max_features_bits = 2 
        self.genome_lengths = [loss_function_bits, learning_rate_bits, n_estimators_bits, sub_sample_bits, 
min_samples_split_bits, 
                               min_samples_leaf_bits, max_depth_bits, max_features_bits] 
        self.loss_functions = ['bdeviance', 'deviance'] 
        self.max_features_settings = ["auto", "sqrt", "log2", None] 
 
    def __str__(self): 
        return "Gradient Boosting Classifier" 
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    def calculate_fitness(self, individual_in_population, data_manager): 
 
        # print(individual_in_population) 
        dictionary_key = str(individual_in_population) 
 
        if dictionary_key in self.previous_results: 
            return FitnessAndMetaData(self.previous_results[dictionary_key], "Recalled Value") 
 
        data_manager.shuffle_and_initialize() 
        genome_reader = GenomeReader(individual_in_population, self.genome_lengths) 
        loss_function_index_genome = genome_reader.read_int_value() 
        learning_rate_genome = (genome_reader.read_int_value() + 1) / 2**(self.genome_lengths[1] * 1.0) 
        n_estimators_genome = genome_reader.read_int_value() + 1 
        subsample_genome = (genome_reader.read_int_value() + 1) / 2**(self.genome_lengths[3] * 1.0) 
        min_samples_split_genome = (genome_reader.read_int_value() + 1) 
        min_samples_leaf_genome = (genome_reader.read_int_value() + 1) 
        max_depth_genome = (genome_reader.read_int_value() + 1) 
        max_features_genome = genome_reader.read_int_value() 
        feature_elimination_mask = genome_reader.read_binary_value() 
 
        if self.include_feature_elimination and (feature_elimination_mask.sum() == 0 or 
feature_elimination_mask.size == 0): 
            return FitnessAndMetaData(1000, "No Features Selected") 
 
 
        num_runs = 1 
        sum_of_squares = 0 
        valid_percent_error = 0 
        test_percent_error = 0 
        mask_the_ones = ModelValidator.select_ones_columns(feature_elimination_mask) 
 
        if self.include_feature_elimination: 
            masked_train_in = data_manager.train_in.T[mask_the_ones].T 
            masked_valid_in = data_manager.valid_in.T[mask_the_ones].T 
            masked_test_in = data_manager.test_in.T[mask_the_ones].T 
        else: 
            masked_train_in = data_manager.train_in 
            masked_valid_in = data_manager.valid_in 
            masked_test_in = data_manager.test_in 
 
        meta_data = self.__str__() 
        meta_data += ", learning_rate={0}".format(learning_rate_genome) 
        meta_data += ", n_estimators={0}".format(n_estimators_genome) 
        meta_data += ", subsample={0}".format(subsample_genome) 
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        meta_data += ", min_samples_split={0}".format(min_samples_split_genome) 
        meta_data += ", min_samples_leaf={0}".format(min_samples_leaf_genome) 
        meta_data += ", max_depth={0}".format(max_depth_genome) 
        meta_data += ", max_features={0}".format(self.max_features_settings[max_features_genome]) 
 
        #print(meta_data) 
 
        for run in range(0, num_runs): 
            model = GradientBoostingClassifier(loss=self.loss_functions[loss_function_index_genome], 
                                               learning_rate=learning_rate_genome, 
                                               n_estimators=n_estimators_genome, 
                                               subsample=subsample_genome, 
                                               min_samples_split=min_samples_split_genome, 
                                               min_samples_leaf=min_samples_leaf_genome, 
                                               max_depth=max_depth_genome, 
                                               max_features=self.max_features_settings[max_features_genome] 
            ) 
 
            data_out = data_manager.train_out 
            data_out = np.ravel(data_out) 
            model.fit(masked_train_in, data_out) 
            valid_predict = model.predict(masked_valid_in) 
            test_predict = model.predict(masked_test_in) 
 
            threshold = 0.5 
            valid_predict[valid_predict > threshold] = 1 
            valid_predict[valid_predict <= threshold] = 0 
 
            test_predict[test_predict > threshold] = 1 
            test_predict[test_predict <= threshold] = 0 
 
            valid_out_raveled = np.ravel(data_manager.valid_out) 
            valid_predict_raveled = np.ravel(valid_predict) 
 
            test_out_raveled = np.ravel(data_manager.test_out) 
            test_predict_raveled = np.ravel(test_predict) 
 
            sum_of_squares += ((test_out_raveled - test_predict_raveled) ** 2).sum() 
            valid_percent_error += np.mean(valid_out_raveled != valid_predict_raveled) 
            test_percent_error += np.mean(test_out_raveled != test_predict_raveled) 
        sum_of_squares_average = sum_of_squares / num_runs 
        percent_error_average = valid_percent_error / num_runs 
        test_percent_error_average = test_percent_error / num_runs 
 
        self.previous_results[dictionary_key] = percent_error_average 
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        meta_data += ", percent_error_average={0:f}".format(percent_error_average) 
        meta_data += ", sum_of_squares_average={0:f}".format(sum_of_squares_average) 
        meta_data += ", test_percent_error_average={0:f}".format(test_percent_error_average) 
 
        if self.include_feature_elimination: 
            meta_data += ", mask_the_ones={0}".format(mask_the_ones) 
 
        fitness_and_meta_data = FitnessAndMetaData(percent_error_average, meta_data) 
        #print(percent_error_average, meta_data) 
        return fitness_and_meta_data 
 
 
#AdaBoostClassifierFitness.py 
from sklearn.ensemble import AdaBoostClassifier 
import BinaryUtility 
from FitnessAndMetaData import FitnessAndMetaData 
from GenomeReader import GenomeReader 
import ModelValidator 
import numpy as np 
 
 
class AdaBoostClassifierFitness(object): 
    def __init__(self, include_feature_elimination=False): 
        self.model = AdaBoostClassifier 
        self.previous_results = {} 
        self.include_feature_elimination = include_feature_elimination 
        self.genome_lengths = [6, 8, 1] 
 
    def __str__(self): 
        return "Ada Boost Classifier" 
 
    def calculate_fitness(self, individual_in_population, data_manager): 
 
 
        dictionary_key = str(individual_in_population) 
 
        if dictionary_key in self.previous_results: 
            return FitnessAndMetaData(self.previous_results[dictionary_key], "Recalled Value") 
 
        data_manager.shuffle_and_initialize() 
        genome_reader = GenomeReader(individual_in_population, self.genome_lengths) 
        estimators = genome_reader.read_int_value() + 1 
        learning_rate = (genome_reader.read_int_value() + 1) / 256.0 
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        algorithm = (genome_reader.read_int_value()) 
        feature_elimination_mask = genome_reader.read_binary_value() 
        if self.include_feature_elimination and (feature_elimination_mask.sum() == 0 or 
feature_elimination_mask.size == 0): 
            return FitnessAndMetaData(1000, "Ada Boost No Features Selected") 
 
        num_runs = 1 
        sum_of_squares = 0 
        valid_percent_error = 0 
        test_percent_error = 0 
        mask_the_ones = ModelValidator.select_ones_columns(feature_elimination_mask) 
 
        if self.include_feature_elimination: 
            masked_train_in = data_manager.train_in.T[mask_the_ones].T 
            masked_valid_in = data_manager.valid_in.T[mask_the_ones].T 
            masked_test_in = data_manager.test_in.T[mask_the_ones].T 
        else: 
            masked_train_in = data_manager.train_in 
            masked_valid_in = data_manager.valid_in 
            masked_test_in = data_manager.test_in 
 
        for run in range(0, num_runs): 
            model = AdaBoostClassifier(n_estimators=estimators, 
                                       learning_rate=learning_rate, 
                                       algorithm=['SAMME', 'SAMME.R'][algorithm], 
                                       random_state=None) 
            data_out = data_manager.train_out 
            data_out = np.ravel(data_out) 
            model.fit(masked_train_in, data_out) 
            valid_predict = model.predict(masked_valid_in) 
            test_predict = model.predict(masked_test_in) 
 
            threshold = 0.5 
            valid_predict[valid_predict > threshold] = 1 
            valid_predict[valid_predict <= threshold] = 0 
 
            test_predict[test_predict > threshold] = 1 
            test_predict[test_predict <= threshold] = 0 
 
            valid_out_raveled = np.ravel(data_manager.valid_out) 
            valid_predict_raveled = np.ravel(valid_predict) 
 
            test_out_raveled = np.ravel(data_manager.test_out) 
            test_predict_raveled = np.ravel(test_predict) 
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            sum_of_squares += ((test_out_raveled - test_predict_raveled) ** 2).sum() 
            valid_percent_error += np.mean(valid_out_raveled != valid_predict_raveled) 
            test_percent_error += np.mean(test_out_raveled != test_predict_raveled) 
        sum_of_squares_average = sum_of_squares / num_runs 
        percent_error_average = valid_percent_error / num_runs 
        test_percent_error_average = test_percent_error / num_runs 
 
        self.previous_results[dictionary_key] = percent_error_average 
        meta_data = self.__str__() 
        meta_data += ", n_estimators={0}".format(estimators) 
        meta_data += ", learning_rate={0}".format(learning_rate) 
        meta_data += ", algorithm={0}".format(['SAMME', 'SAMME.R'][algorithm]) 
        meta_data += ", percent_error_average={0:f}".format(percent_error_average) 
        meta_data += ", sum_of_squares_average={0:f}".format(sum_of_squares_average) 
        meta_data += ", test_percent_error_average={0:f}".format(test_percent_error_average) 
 
        if self.include_feature_elimination: 
            meta_data += ", mask_the_ones={0}".format(mask_the_ones) 
 
        fitness_and_meta_data = FitnessAndMetaData(percent_error_average, meta_data) 
        #print(percent_error_average, meta_data) 
        return fitness_and_meta_data 
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